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"I think God is crying over Columbus today.' 
Rev. Werner Lang 
anti-war protester from Cleveland 
Clinton team defends war 
□ Clinton's foreign pol- 
icy team presses for pub- 
lic support in the Iraq is- 
sue. 
The Associated Press  
COLUMBUS - Struggling to be 
heard over angry critics. Presi- 
dent Clinton's foreign policy 
team defended the administra- 
tion's threat to bomb Iraq into 
compliance with U.N. weapons 
edicts. "There are some things 
worth fighting for," National Se- 
curity Adviser Sandy Berger 
said. 
Sent to the Midwest to press 
Clinton's case for an attack, Eer- 
ger, Secretary of State 
Madeleine Albright and Defense 
Secretary William Cohen ran into 
persistent Jeers Wednesday at a 
town meeting on the campus of 
Ohio State University. 
They asserted their preference 
for diplomacy to pry open Iraq's 
suspect arms sites and to hold 
Saddam Hussein to the promises 
he made at the conclusion of the 
1991 Gulf War to expose all his 
prohibited weapons and allow the 
United Nations to destroy them. 
"It must be a true, not a phony, 
solution," Albright said. And she 
and the other officials offered 
assurances there would not be 
"significant losses" among the 
30,000 American troops in the 
Persian Gulf in the event of an 
attack. 
Many in the half-filled sports 
arena appeared unswayed by the 
comments. 
Dozens shouted out: "One, two, 
three, four, we don't want your 
racist war." Others held up an- 
tiwar banners and frequently in- 
terrupted the speakers. 
Albright Insisted Saddam 
"doesn't care a fig about his own 
people," but one protester, Rick 
Theis, said near the end of the 
90-mlnute forum televised on 
CNN: "We the people of Colum- 
bus and central Ohio don't want 
to send a message with the blood 
of Iraqi women and children." 
• See WAR, page five. 
Alloc laird Prrf ■ phots 
Ann Chambers protests American intervention in Iraq outside a town hall meeting on Ohio Slate's 
campus Wednesday. Chambers said she opposes military action because "it is an over-reaction, there 
are no clear objectives, and the area would become more unsafe." Clinton sent Secretary of State 
Madeline Albright, defense secretary William Cohen and National Security Adviser Sandy Berger to 
Columbus to explain why he is considering ordering air strikes against Iraq. 
Protesters jeer foreign policy advisers 
□ Clinton's top ad- 
visers met with a mix 
of supporters and pro- 
testers at an OSU 
forum. 
The Associated Press  
COLUMBUS - The rain 
didn't daunt them. The security 
sweep didn't vex them.  The 
long wait didnt bother them. 
Hearing from President 
Clitnon's top advisers speak 
Wednesday on the possibility 
of war against Iraq also did not 
change some people's minds. 
Thousands of people armed 
with an opinion or two sloshed 
through a steady rain, waited 
In line for hours and trickled 
through a security check to at- 
tend a town meeting that ended 
up being peppered by protest- 
ers whose shouts and chants 
echoed through St. John Arena 
at Ohio State University. 
The forum served no pur- 
pose because the government 
already knows it will use mili- 
tary force against Iraqi leader 
Saddam Hussein, said Manal 
Yousuf, 23, who is from the 
United Arab Emirates but now 
lives in Columbus. 
"Bombing the country will 
only kill civilians but it won't 
kill Hussein," she said. 
Marlene Renick, who has a 
28-year-old son stationed on a 
warship in the Persian Gulf, 
showed up to show her support 
for President Clinton. 
"God bless him for being the 
first  president   to  have  this 
• See JEER, page five. 
Play focuses on 
meanings of rope 
□ The Black Anthology 
Theatre Group Perform- 
ance reaches its sixth 
year and will be center- 
ing on a rope theme this 
year. 
By ANA PEREIRA 
The BC News  
"Double-Dutch jumping, scien- 
tific trivia, kitchen conversa- 
tions, perplexing realities and 
enticing-gold chains." These are 
all feature points in the rope 
theme of Black Anthology 1998. 
In Its sixth year, Black An- 
thology annual performances 
came into being due to the need 
for having stories related to 
black people performed on stage. 
This year's production is called 
"Rope: Black Anthology 1998." 
The production centers around 
the different meanings and uses 
of rope and its relationship with 
African-American history. 
The script is made out of a 
group of narratives, including 
the works of University student 
Philana Boles, short stories, a re- 
corded dialogue about "Rope" by 
the cast and researches done by 
the director of the play, Sheila 
Richardson. 
"I wanted to develop a few of 
the scenarios with the cast mem- 
bers," Richardson said. 
Actors include Dontrell Calla- 
han, Roshonda Benton, Jacque- 
line Banks, Ellamonique Greene, 
Krista Von Deylen and Glen 
Jones. Children from the local 
community will also be perform- 
ing. 
Texts by novelists, including 
gays and lesbians, are also part 
of the script. Richardson ac- 
knowledges the many ideas 
within the African-American 
community and the importance 
of debating these Issues. 
"It is here that we are able to 
meet all kinds of people and dis- 
cuss different realities, with our 
colleagues and fellow students 
that    are    pursuing    know- 
±|?      Diversity 
"I had this idea of 
rope everywhere, 
rope in the audience, 
rope tumbling." 
Sheila Richardson 
director 
ledge,"Richardscn said. 
The final script is of a series of 
developing themes around the 
central topic, rope. 
Richardson's concept of rope 
was inspired by the English 
writer Paul Gilroy's concept of 
the ship and its relationship with 
the trade of slaves between 
Africa and England. 
"I had this idea of rope every- 
where, rope in the audience, rope 
tumbling," she said. "It reminds 
us of the probable uses of rope In 
the capture and enslavement of 
African- Americans." 
This year, Black Anthology is 
considered to be a special event 
from the theatre department. 
The set designed by Steve 
Boone is symbolic as well as 
simple. Together with the light- 
ing design by Brian Ratliff, it is 
used to create different settings 
and themes. 
The sound design by Vincent 
Barone will include live guitar 
and recorded music, selected 
based on specific time periods 
and on the resonant depth of the 
songs. 
Although the play takes place 
in different time periods, the cos- 
tumes will not represent specific 
dressing tendencies. 
"Wearing black pants and 
colored T-shirts the characters 
will be representing themselves 
as people in the time period," 
said Erin Wason, costume desig- 
ner for the play. 
• See PLAY, page five. 
Football player will 
serve time, pay fines 
The BC News 
University football player Joe 
O'Neill will spend 30 days in Jail 
for his involvement in the 1996 
assault of University alumuni 
Paul Sauer at the Junction Bar & 
Grill. 
Judge Charles DeCessna sen- 
tenced O'Neill Tuesday and 
ordered him to pay a $1,000 fine 
plus court costs. O'Neill will 
serve his sentence on weekends 
so he can finish his junior year. 
O'Neill will report to the Wood 
County Justice Center at 5 p.m. 
on Fridays and stay until 5 p.m. 
Sundays. He is also required to 
serve time during spring break. 
John Dunipace, O'Neill's attor- 
ney, said his client will start his 
sentence on Feb. 27. He said O'- 
Neill will probably be incarcer- 
ated every weekend until the 30 
days are completed. 
Other former and current Uni- 
versity football players are 
named in a pending civil suit 
filed by Sauer In the $600,000 
lawsuit Sauer names Kevin O'- 
Neill, Adam Lige, and Terranoe 
Alphonso. 
Hall of Fame Cubs announcer Harry Car ay dies 
□ After 60 years of an- 
nouncing, the well- 
known broadcaster col- 
lapsed on Valentine's 
Day and passed away 
Wednesday. 
The Associated Press 
RANCHO MIRAGE, Calif. - 
Harry Caray, who took millions 
of fans out to the ballgame in a 
broadcasting career that span- 
ned almost 60 years, died 
Wednesday four days after col- 
lapsing at a Valentine's Day din- 
ner. He was believed to be 77. 
The often offbeat Hall of Fame 
announcer covered baseball's 
greats from Musial to Mays to 
Maddux. Holy Cow! as he would 
say. 
He was hospitalized Saturday 
after falling ill at a nightclub- 
restaurant with his wife, Dut- 
chle. Doctors said his heart had 
suddenly changed rhythm, re- 
stricting oxygen to his brain. He 
died at 4:10 p.m., said Harlan 
Corenman, Eisenhower Medical 
Center spokesman. 
A broadcaster since 1941, 
Caray became a household name 
through his Cubs' games for 
WGN-TV, carried nationally by 
many cable systems. He was 
Immediately recognizable for his 
thick, oversized glasses and ra- 
spy, sing-along rendition of 
'Take Me Out to the Ball Game" 
over the public address system 
during the seventh-inning 
stretch 
Caray was a broadcaster for 
the St. Louis Cardinals for 25 
years and for the Chicago White 
Sox for 11 years before moving 
across town to Wrigley Field in 
1982. 
• See CARAY, page five. 
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An academic Utopia 
Reading Tony Cavallano's Utopian academic fantasy, I was 
taken to an actual place. A land of study and discussion 1 often 
visit: the city of Ann Arbor. Holding the University of Michigan, as 
well as, streets filled with bodies seeking learning and entertain- 
ment opportunity, the Michigan city is my, and most of my friends' 
escape from the intellectual muscle that seems to be fastened on 
our BGSU "learning community." 
Often, in fantasies of my own I envision our town's coffee shops 
and Union filled with words battling in intellectual debate and 
eyes scanning books, our campus theaters premiering films from 
the world art community and our University Activities 
Organization planning meditation classes and scheduling poets 
and cultural musicians. Unfortunately, reality usually frightens me 
with students verbal reruns of last week's South Park, big 
Hollywood blockbusters and UAO classes outlining the latest tech- 
niques in the sloshed world of alcohol mixing. 
However, scattered through Bowling Green there are students 
who demand and provide more. There are campus and city groups 
that attempt to organize and promote more than boring Midwest 
monoculture. Departments such as ACS and the arts are continual- 
ly sponsoring cultural / intellectual events and speakers. Twenty- 
four hours a day the two campus radio stations (WBGU 88.1 FM 
and WFAL 680 AM) provide our community with culturally alter- 
native music and diverse intellectual programming. Downtown's 
Paupers Books and Video Spectrum have the largest selection of 
art alternative, cultural and political books and movies I have ever 
seen (in the country). 
Therefore, intellectually the demand and supply is here in our 
campus and town, however, it is the complete lack of recognition 
and promotion by our University that is preventing our college 
from realizing its cultural and intellectual potential. 
So, I write this in support of Tony's fantasy. I don't pretend to 
have the answer, I only hope that the student body will follow 
Tony's dream and demand that the utopic academic fantasy 
become a reality. 
Brian Julius Kwolek 
Senior 
Penny Brown 
Tony Cavallario 
Tom Denk, Eric Kuebler 
Denise Domanski 
Ryan Johnson 
Stephanie Schneider 
.. Special Projects Editor 
.. .Assistant Opinion Editor 
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.. .Assistant Copy Chief 
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.. .Assistant Graphics Editor 
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Circular reasoning surrounds evolution 
Like a lot of other scientific theo- 
ries. Evolution hasn't been proven. 
Evolution is just a man-made expla- 
nation as to how life as we know it 
came to be. The question is where 
did life come from and what exact- 
ly is Earth's history? Some people 
subscribe to the "Big Bang" theory 
where the universe just happened; 
alter this explosion the most basic 
forms of life simply evolved into 
the creatures that now reside here 
on Earth. Others believe in various 
religions in which a supreme cre- 
ator made the universe and every- 
thing in it. 
Evolution is the current scientif- 
ic law; it is taught to our children 
and taught here at BGSU. And 
because it is the current norm in 
scientific reasoning, I will work to 
debunk Evolution as sound scientif- 
ic reasoning. 
It is common for museum 
guides to comment on the age of 
some dinosaur bones, saying they 
know the age because of the sedi- 
mentary rock layer the bones were 
found in. Then to walk down the 
hall and talk about the age of some 
sedimentary rock and allow that 
they know the age of the rock 
because of the bones found in it. 
This is defined as circular reasoning 
- using A to prove B and then B to 
prove A. 
Evolutionary scientists know 
this so they have tried to mask their 
circular reasoning in a complex sci- 
entific model. That model is 
Carbon Dating and, while the theo- 
rv is sound, one assumption it is 
based on is not. 
Carbon is found in every living 
organism. Its most common form 
is Carbon-12 as it is 12 times as 
heavy as hydrogen atoms. Another 
form is Carbon-14 which is created 
when cosmic rays in the atmos- 
phere convert Nitrogen-14 to 
Carbon-14. Carbon-14 acts just like 
Carbon-12; it is cycled through the 
air we breathe and it is present in 
fery living organism. 
The difference iaijfcat Carbon-14 
if radioactive and decay back to 
hlitrogen-14 at a raM.which can be 
measured. Now a living organism 
will replace the decayed Carbon-14 
by breathing; the air's proportion of 
C14/C12 is exactly the same as the 
C14/C12 ratio in every single living 
organism. When a living organism 
dies, the C14 continues to decay 
and the ratio of C14/C12 diminish- 
es. So, if we know the level of 
C14/C12 in an organism when it 
died and the level today we can 
determine how long ago it died. 
So far, none of this scientific rea- 
soning is contested; Carbon Daring 
is a sound scientific model and is 
widely accepted. The problem aris- 
es when you try and answer the 
question, what was the C14/C12 
ratio when something died? 
Without that information it is 
impossible to do anything but 
guess. When the world was first 
created, whether by a supreme 
being or a big bang, there was zero 
C14 in the air. It started to slowly 
accumulate through cosmic rays 
converting N14 to C14. Initially the 
C14/C12 ratio was 0 and as C14 
entered the system it started to 
increase. Now, the C14/C12 ratio 
will eventually reach a steady state 
where the amount entering the sys- 
tem is equal to the amount leaving 
the systoja. At this point C14/C12 
will remain constant. It has been 
estimated that from the creation of 
earth toffee steady state would take 
approximately 30,000 years. 
Evolution was already accepted 
as truth so the assumption in the 
current Carbon Dating model is 
that the steady state was reached 
billions of years ago, long before 
the dinosaurs or any other ancient 
creatures. If the steady state was 
reached before the dinosaurs then 
we can measure the ratio of 
C14/C12 in living organisms today 
and compare it to the bones we find 
and then derive an age. This all 
works except we don't know when 
or if the steady state was reached. 
In other words. Carbon Dating 
can't prove Evolution because it 
assumes Evolution. 
Regardless, Evolutionary scien- 
tists have used Evolution to prove 
Evolution. 
If we were to acknowledge that 
we don't know when the steady 
state happened, then it becomes 
much more difficult to compute the 
age of fossils. Assuming Evolution 
in the Carbon Dating model and 
using it to prove Evolution is circu- 
lar reasoning. It amazes me that 
most scientists look the other way 
when they obviously know better. 
I'm not saying Evolution is true 
or false, just that it hasn't been 
proven. I prefer to keep a more 
open mind about the origin of life 
and the history of earth. I suggest 
you do too. 
Rob Searfoss is a columnist for The 
News. He can be reached at 
rsearfo@bgnet.bgsu .edu 
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Barbie goes under the knife 
So Mattel Toys goes back to the 
drawing board with Barbie, the 
most belovedly controversial doll in 
U.S. history. 
America's favorite air head will 
get a new look that may be rolled 
out early next year and some 
would say even that speedy sched- 
ule is long overdue. But can the 
changes in store really do enough 
to make Barbie real? 
The main complaint about 
Barbie has always been her physi- 
cal traits. This is fair: the doll packs 
a chest like two beluga whales 
penned in unnaturally close quar- 
ters. Add to that a candy-thin waist, 
perennially steeped feet and hips 
that resemble two miniature poo- 
dles fighting under a blanket, and 
you've pretty much got her pegged. 
Men have long defended their 
creepy fetishization of Barbie by 
pointing out that few male dolls are 
physically realistic either and that is 
also true. 
None of my friends has a kung- 
fu grip either. But to get the Barbie 
effect G.I. Joe would have to carry a 
bulging package that hung to his 
knees as standard equipment. 
Would kind of make it hard to 
fight, huh? 
Thafs the problem with Barbie. 
A figure like a balloon clasped in 
the middle makes it difficult for her 
to accomplish her mission, which is 
giving little girls a positive role 
model. A woman who totters like 
an in-patient at a ancient Chinese 
foot-binding clinic may garner 
huge amounts of lust, but very little 
respect. 
This hasn't been helped by the 
lack of useful accouterments that 
have been appended to Barbie in 
her career. The Barbie that burbled, 
"Math is hard!" a few years back 
isn't the only image that seems pre- 
destined to doom small girls to a 
life of subservience. 
Barbie has periodically had her 
own comic book, one issue of 
which contained a triumphant story 
of overcoming incredible hardship. 
Was it about breaking the glass ceil- 
ing at work, getting Skipper away 
from an abusive boyfriend or fight- 
ing the chemical company that was 
polluting her ground water? 
It's none of the three of course. 
Barbie's success was getting 
through work, a lunch meeting and 
a dinner date with Ken by using 
her only clean sash as a headband, 
scarf and belt at different occasions. 
Barbie's superpower is the ability to 
accessorize. 
Barbie's permanent fluffdom 
has been defended by the toy 
maker for years. 
"She's primarily a fashion doll," 
quoth Mattel's public relations jock- 
eys, meaning it is irrational to ask 
more from her. 
But just as clothes don't make 
the man, they don't make the 
woman (or, in this case, the doll) 
either; a look at Barbie sans ensem- 
bles shows a garish body, a blank 
stare and precious little in the way 
of self-determination. If she were 
real she'd either be a trophy wife, 
unemployed or attending college to 
find a husband. You'd probably 
hate her. 
Not that Mattel hasn't tried to 
give their favorite trollop some pos- 
itive jobs, but she just doesn't 
appear capable of carrying the 
roles. A bubble-eyed neuroscientist 
with a battleship carriage under her 
pocket protectors seems slightly 
unreal somehow. Not that attractive 
women aren't smart or vice versa, 
but rather those implants might 
make it difficult to see where you 
operate. 
So in come the Mattel plastic 
surgeons for a makeover of our 
favorite doll. 
Barbie will get wider hips, a 
larger waist and a few letters whit- 
tled from her bra size. I would sug- 
gest freckles, feet suitable for flats 
and a pulsating glow-in-the-dark 
brain but I'm not holding my 
breath. 
And no changes are planned for 
the material from which Barbie is 
made: malleable plastic. Those two 
words sum up why Barbie is and 
always will be shaped to the con- 
tours of the least assertive features 
the market can stand and thafs 
why she will probably always be 
popular. 
Of course Barbie is just a facet of 
the way our society sees women. 
She is reflected in every airbrushed 
centerfold, every spice-gushing 
female rock star, every implanted 
pom star that passes our gaze. As a 
culture we could stand to grow up 
a little and the perfect place to start 
is with children and with Barbie. 
Isn't she a doll? 
Guest Columnist Charles Powell is 
a political science graduate student at 
the University of Kentucky. 
Letters to the Editor policy 
The BG News encourages readers' Input to dis- 
cuss topics of interest In the BGSU community. 
If you would like to have something printed In 
The BG News, we offer you two formats. 
■ Letters to the Editor. Utters are to be less 
than S00 words Qess than two typed, double- 
spaced pages). 
■ Guest Columns. Longer pieces (between 800- 
900 words) can be submitted as Guest 
Columns. Guest columns will be subject to 
space limitations and considered based on 
topic relevance and quality. 
Please Include your address, major, academic 
class and phone number (phone numbers arc 
for verification only and will not be published). 
If you arc not a BGSU student, please provide 
your position and affiliation with the 
University or cotumumty. 
Letters must be typed, not handwritten. Letters 
brought in on a Macintosh-compatible disk are 
preferred. Bring the letter to Room ilO West 
Hall, or e-mail us at bgnews9bgnet.bgsu.edu. 
Be prepared to show valid Identification upon 
receipt of letter. Anonymous letters will be 
printed if valid Identification Is given and the 
editorial board deems anonymity Is In the 
proper Interests of the writer. 
Space limitations may prevent The News from 
printing all letters received. The News rtscms 
the right to edit any and all letters. The 
Editorial Board acknowledges all entries sub- 
mitted for publication. 
Have an opinion? 
E-mail us! 
bgnews@bgnet 
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^ ^ We sell an awful lot of whipped 
£ £ cream - you can put that stuff ™ ~   on shortcake. ff 
Jimmy Fljrot. brother of Hustler magazine publisher Larry Flynt 
discussing a popular Item sold at his brother's adult bookstore 
UPCOMING EVENTS 
"Upcosning Eveois" to a service to our readers borrowed daily via the University web page. The ralrndar of 
events on the web page has a asore complete listing of evenU and can be accessed through -www.bgYu.edu". 
Thursday, 2/19/98 
Humanities T-shirt Sale (9 a.m. - 4 
p.m.) 
Education Building. Alpha Phi Omega 
will be selling animal print T-shirts for a 
fundraiser. 
Rowing Club Raffle (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
State of the University Address 
(9:30 a.m.) 
101 Olscamp Hall. Join President 
Ribeau as he shares his vision for the 
future and reflects on progress BGSU has 
made. Refreshments at 9 a.m. Broadcast 
on closed circuit on campus (channel 8) 
during the following times: Thursday. 
February 19 at 7 p.m.; Friday. February 
20 at noon and 3:30 p.m.; Monday. 
February 23 at 9 a.m.. noon, and 8 
p.m.; and Tuesday. February 24 at 
9 a.m.. noon, and 8 p.m. 
Candy Sale fundraiser (10 
a.m. - 2 p.m.) 
Education building. Sponsored 
by Alpha Sigma Phi. The sale will 
Include regular and peanut M&M's. 
Runts. Jaw breakers and candy bars! 
Candy Sale (Noon - 6 p.m.) 
Business Administration 
Building. Candy Is being 
sold for 8.50 as 
an American 
Marketing 
Association 
fundraiser. 
Inspired by Nunu. an African-born tu-kl 
hand, and ShanRo, Simla's West Indian 
lover. Shola seeks her freedom and takes 
fate Into her hands  Discussion after the 
screening will be moderated by Dr. 
Michael Martin. Chair, Department of 
Ethnic Studies Sponsored l>y African 
People's Association. Free. 
Friday, 2/20/98 
Study Abroad 
Informational 
Session (4 p.m 
5:30 p.m.) 
1103 Offenhauer 
West. Session to 
learn about the 
many overseas study 
programs available 
to BGSU students. 
The procedures that 
must be followed In 
order to study 
abroad will be dis- 
cussed. Call 372- 
0309/0479 with ques- 
tions. 
NAACP Art Exhibit and 
Dancers (6 p.m. - 9 p.m.) 
Union Ballroom. 
An African Film Show (7 p.m.) 
Glsh Film Theater, Hanna Hall. Mona, 
a contemporary African-American fashion 
model is possessed by spirits lingering in 
the Cape Coast Castle In Ghana. She Is 
sent on a memorable tourney to the past 
where she becomes Shola. a house ser- 
vant on a sugar plantation who is con- 
stantly abused by the slave master. 
Media 100 User Certification 
Training (8 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
BGSU. Obtain the training you need 
for the newest digital technology from the 
National Institute oi Digital Media. Two- 
day workshop  Fee   Pot inlnimation/reg- 
lstration, call Continuing Education, 
419/372-8181. 
Oral Communication Skills (8 a.m. - 
10 a.m.) 
Room 2. College Park. Become more 
positive, persuasive and powerful in every 
situation by learning effective communi- 
cation skills. Fee. For inlormation/rcgis- 
tration, call Continuing Education. 
419/3728181. 
Rowing Club Raffle (9 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer. 
Softball vs. Hawaii (10 a.m.) 
Lai Vegas. Nevada. The Falcons begin 
the regular season with a game against 
the Rainbow Wahine at the UNLV 
Tournament This is the lust of tour tour- 
naments lor the Brown and Orange 
Amnesty International Information 
Table (10 a.m. - 4 p.m.) 
Union Foyer Information 
table with lac is and upcom- 
ing events regarding 
Amnesty lnternation.il 
Brown Bag Lunch 
Book Discussion 
(11:30 a.m.) 
Faculty Lounge. 
Student Union, A lively 
disc ussion on the works 
ul 
Alnc an American authors. 
Free. 
Public Skating (Noon - 2 
p.m.) 
Ice Arena Cheap Skate. For more 
information, call 372-2264. 
Softball vs. Oregon (12:30 p.m.) 
Las Vegas. Nevada The Falcons take 
on the Ducks In the second of live games 
at the UNLV Tournament. 
PEOPLE ON THE STREET 
Today's Question: "Should we attack Iraq? Why or why not?" 
Christy Bostdorff 
Sophomore 
Elementary Ed. 
"No. there are bet- 
ter ways lo settle 
things besides war." 
Greg Predmore 
Union Staffmember 
"Only with the 
approval of the UN 
and other UN 
forces." 
Hollie Walter 
Junior 
English 
"Yes. because he 
has not been coop- 
erating and we 
have given him 
enough chances." 
Josh Wsaland 
Freshman 
Mechanical Design 
"Yes. because he's 
hiding something." 
Meghan Nagode 
Sophomore 
Interior Design 
"No. I think we 
should stay out of 
it." 
Cot ui idr. for • "P«>pl* on the Street" queniooT E-mail u. at "b(iw»>«bfi»tbfnr. 
THURSDAY THRILLS 
Numerous citizens of Irsq wore 
garbage bag vests yeSterdsy in 
protest of s military conflict 
with the United States. 
Although they were ignored by 
Hussein, they plan to continue 
their peaceful protests through- 
out the week. This fashion fad 
is quickly sweeping the nstion. 
Thursday Thrills Is just that - lust for 
thrills. Please do not takt It seriously. 
We're trying to have a good time here. 
Have a fun day) 
TODAY'S 
WEATHER 
Today: 
Chilly, mist. 
High: 41 Low: 32 
Friday: 
Chilly, low level haze, snow 
sprinkles. 
High:   41 Low:   31 
MGS THREE it intended at an irreverent loot at 
The University We at Th* BO New comider it an 
of/beat pagt where we try lo offer something for every- 
body. Opinmnt expretted herein are solely those of 
our staff. Have a nice day. 
OHIO Weather 
Thursday, Feb. 19 
AccuWeather* forecast for daytime conditions and high temperatures 
KY | Portsmouth | 45° | 
' ';?   JB\'?:\'-\vs 
Vu Assocwfd Pret OmpnKtNH tgu 
St. John's Episcopal Church 
Annual Pancake Supper 
Tuesday, Feb. 24, 5-7p.m. 
Students Welcome • Donations Accepted 
Corner of Wooster and Mercer Rd. 
Looking for a way 
to get involved? 
Want to impress 
your future employer? 
Represent B.G.S.U. 
as a Tour Guide!!! 
Applications will be available in 110 McFall 
from February 16th through February 20th. 
If you have any questions, call 372-9866. 
If you sat this booklet, 
you won't need i form. 
Just a phone. 
Ifcl M. —HI—, .II Ki. «... Ml MH h tt~ 
.ii., Wila. ■ I— MUM. few «t It! IW uH » u*f 
ut *lWi M (Ml CtHt r— ft\ Hi ■ blafiU UtUtl. 
Ctopannwnl ol m. Ti...u.y 
Internal Rawnut Strvto* 
>">««.in Minn.l«n 111  ffcM.   Ill  hit.   It   Will 
Tough test? 
Call someone for sympathy 
1-800-COLLECT ® 
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WIRE WATCH Editor-in-Chief Darla Warnock 372-6966 
News 
Digest 
compiled from wire reports 
■ EX-OFFICER 
Miles pleads not guilty to criminal trespassing 
charge 
Former Bowling Green Police Officer Matthew J. Miles 
pleaded not guilty, Tuesday, to criminal trespassing. 
Miles, a BGPD officer since 1996, was charged last Thursday 
after an undercover operation found he was peering into 
windows while on duty. 
A pre-trial hearing is set March 6. Criminal trespassing is a 
fourth degree misdemeanor with a maximum of 30 days in Jail 
and up to a $250 fine. 
■ HATECRIME 
Two men allegedly assaulted a black ML) stu- 
dent 
OXFORD, Ohio - Federal charges might be filed against two 
men accused of beating a black Miami University student with a 
bat while taunting him with racist and anti-homosexual remarks, 
officials said Wednesday. 
Steve R. Cole, 18, of Oxford, and Jeffrey E. Eberle, 19, of Love- 
land, are charged with felonious assault under state law for the 
Jan. 19 attack on Miami sophomore Christopher Jason Kin 
dinger. The attack occurred near the campus in this city about 30 
miles northwest of Cincinnati. 
U.S. Attorney Sharon Zealey and Butler County Prosecutor 
John Holcomb met this week with Oxford police to determine 
whether to pursue charges under federal hate crime statutes. 
"We're still reviewing the situation ... to determine the most 
appropriate course of action," said Fred Alverson, a spokesman 
for Ms. Zealey. 
After driving by the 19-year-old student as he walked with a 
friend, the suspects allegedly struck Klndlnger with a bat, frac- 
turing his skull and breaking the bone under his eye, police said. 
His companion, 20-year-old Miami sophomore Brad Walte, es- 
caped and reported the beating. 
Police arrested Eberle Monday outside MUford High School 
and arrested Cole Tuesday at his home. 
Police also impounded the gray late-model sedan the suspects 
rode in with two unidentified friends. 
The suspects and the other two people In the car - whom police 
have not charged - are not Miami students. 
The suspects' boasted about the attack to others, helping police 
identify them, said Oxford Police Chief Steve Schweln. 
"Generally speaking, people who do these things brag about 
them, which leads to their undoing," he said. 
FOX RUN APARTMENTS 
' 2 large bedrooms. 
fully furnished or unfurnished 
• 1 1/2 baths 
> washer and dryer in each unit 
> dishwasher and microwave 
i walk-in closets, extra storage 
> self-defrost refrigerators 
■ self-cleaning range 
, deadbolts for safety, patio doors 
Clough X Fox Run 
EH McOonakTt U2T 
w 
E. Wooiler 
CAMPUS 
• gas heat • electric, central air • 
• individually metered utilities • 
• cable TV and phone In each room • 
• futty insulated 6* wads * 
• bnck exterior and hallways • 
• soundproofed • fireproofed • 
Preferred Properties 
530 S. Maple • Hours 8-4:30 • 352-9378 
"Call-Well meet you there." 
Free membership to Cherrywood Hearth Spa 
(Indoor pool, whirlpool, MUM. IOOMT room, iMlphl room, tanning) 
No Parental Guarantees 
Clinton confidant testifies 
The Associated Press 
WASHINGTON - Long-time 
Clinton confidant Bruce Lindsey 
testified before a grand jury in 
the Monica Lewinsky In- 
vestigation Wednesday amid In- 
dications the adviser may have 
urged a key potential witness last 
summer to contact President 
Clinton's private lawyer. 
Lindsey, who has been with 
Clinton since the early days of 
Clinton's political career In Ar- 
kansas, spoke at least twice last 
summer with former White 
House staffer Linda Tripp, ac- 
cording to individuals familiar 
with Tripp's account of the mat- 
ter. It was Tripp who brought the 
allegations of a presidential af- 
fair and cover-up to light after 
secretly taping her conversa- 
tions with Ms. Lewinsky. 
In one conversation, these in- 
dividuals said, Lindsey tried to 
persuade Tripp to go see Robert 
Bennett, the lawyer Clinton hired 
to represent him in the Paula 
Jones sexual harassment case. 
These individuals, discussing the 
case only on grounds of anonym- 
ity, said Tripp's lawyer advised 
her not to do so and she didn't. 
The information surfaced as 
Lindsey appeared before the 
federal grand jury for question- 
ing. The White House advisers 
testimony was interrupted for 
about 45 minutes as he and his at- 
torney. Deputy White House 
counsel Cheryl Mills, appeared 
before U.S. District Judge 
Norma Holloway Johnson. The 
nature of the conference was not 
Immediately known. 
One White House official said 
earlier that Lindsey had not re- 
fused, through midday Wednes- 
day, to answer any questions on 
account of jeopardizing execu- 
tive privilege. 
It could not be immediately 
learned whether his appearance 
before the Judge presiding over 
the grand jury Investigation in- 
volved that issue. 
"I'm not going to talk about my 
testimony," Lindsey told report- 
ers as he left the courthouse 
after a more than 5-hour visit. He 
Indicated he would return 
Thursday. 
In the conversations the Indl- 
AM«clal!a Prm 
Billy Martin, an attorney for Mon- 
ica Lewinsky'* mother Martha 
Lewis, meets reporters outside 
federal court in Washington 
Wednesday. 
viduals said Lindsey had with 
Tripp, Clinton's adviser was 
speaking about an episode In 
which a woman named Kathleen 
Wllley confided to Tripp that 
Clinton kissed and fondled her In 
the Oval Office. This happened 
well before Tripp turned ove/ the 
audio tapes that prompted the 
Lewinsky investigation. 
Tripp contacted Lindsey after 
learning that Newsweek maga- 
zine was planning a story about 
the alleged  encounter between 
Wllley and Clinton, the individu- 
als said. 
Tripp has said she saw Willey 
emerge from the Oval Office, her 
lipstick smeared and clothing as- 
kew. Tripp has said Willey was 
"happy and Joyful" about the en- 
counter with Clinton. 
During the first conversation 
with Tripp, Lindsey questioned 
whether there was possibly an 
alternative explanation in which 
the encounter could be inter- 
preted Innocently, said the indi- 
viduals. Tripp said she was cer- 
tain of what she had seen and 
heard and that there was no Inno- 
cent explanation, they said. 
At the time of Lindsey's con- 
tact with Tripp, the Wllley mat- 
ter was becoming part of the 
Mrs. Jones lawsuit against Clin- 
ton. 
Lindsey's conversations with 
Tripp are important because of 
the emergence in the probe by 
independent counsel Kenneth 
Starr of a key document - a 
three-page list of "talking 
points" which Ms. Lewinsky al- 
legedly gave to Tripp last month 
Oprah's lawyers present new evidence 
The Associated Press 
AMARILLO, Texas - Oprah 
Winfrey's lawyers opened their 
case Wednesday in a $12 million 
beef defamation lawsuit by call- 
ing the talk show's executive 
producer and showing jurors 
bloody pictures of animal parts 
headed for processing into ani- 
mal food. 
The testimony and evidence 
came a day after the federal 
judge in the trial tossed out the 
part of the case that Texas 
cattlemen had filed under the 
state's "veggie libel" law. 
32 oz.   Jars S 2.2 5 
ST Miller Tiotties 
All Night! 
$1 Well Drinks 
All Nightl 
$1.50 Long Island 
Ice Teas A Southpark 
Tw*S:   LADIES NIGHT 
$1.50 Frozen 
Margaritas 
Great Happy Hours 
SAT A SUN. Open at Noon 
Happy hour until 9pm 
Free Popcorn 
Everynlght! 
U.S. District Judge Mary Lou 
Robinson did not rule the law un- 
constitutional, nor did she throw 
the whole case out, as the defense 
had requested. 
Instead, jurors returned from a 
four-day break Wednesday to 
hear the lawsuit as a common- 
law business disparagement 
case, which forces the cattlemen 
to prove not only that Winfrey's 
show was false but that she 
meant to hurt the beef industry. 
The cattlemen are suing Ms. 
Winfrey, her production com- 
pany and a vegetarian activist 
who was a guest on the show for 
$12 million, claiming the show 
caused cattle prices to plummet. 
The show's executive pro- 
ducer, Dianne Hudson, flatly de- 
nied in testimony Wednesday 
that the staff intended to hurt the 
cattlemen or that there was any- 
thing false about the April 16, 
1996, episode that discussed 
whether U.S. cattle herds were at 
risk for mad cow disease. 
"I'd never heard of those peo- 
ple or those companies and they 
were never referred to in the 
broadcast," said Ms. Hudson, re- 
ferring to the cattlemen. 
Ms. Hudson also said the mad 
cow segment didn't even address 
the beef Industry as a whole, only 
those sectors that were allowing 
processed cattle to be Included In 
cattle feed, a practice blamed for 
spreading the disease in Great 
Britain. 
"The mad cow segment of the 
show focused on a feeding prac- 
tice done In portions of the beef 
Industry, as we understood it, not 
all of the beef Industry," Ms. 
Hudson said. 
That feeding custom was vol- 
untarily banned In the United 
States shortly before the show 
was taped, and was outlawed last 
summer. 
Mad cow disease and Its human 
counterpart never have been de- 
tected In the United States. 
The case had been the first us- 
ing the "veggie libel" law, which 
12 other states also have. Some 
experts had predicted it could 
become a Supreme Court test, 
but that was before Judge Robin- 
son ruled the cattlemen had 
failed to make their case under 
the law during four weeks of tes- 
timony. 
States passed "veggie libel" 
laws after Washington state ap- 
ple growers unsuccessfully sued 
CBS over a 1989 "60 Minutes" 
segment about the potential dan- 
gers of a fruit coating called 
Alar. 
Without a specific food dispar- 
agement law on the books at the 
time, apple producers sued under 
traditional business disparage- 
ment laws and lost. 
Defense attorney Charles Bab- 
cock kicked off his case Wednes- 
day with a series of graphic pho- 
tos depicting sheeps' heads, en- 
trails and euthanized pets headed 
for the renderer, where dead 
animal matter Is converted into 
byproducts used In animal feed, 
cosmetics, paint and other goods. 
The photos were Introduced 
during testimony by Van Smith, a 
reporter for City Paper, an alter- 
native newspaper In Baltimore. 
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS 
(Too many to list) 
Large assortment of 
Houses, Duplexes, 
and Apartments 
Stop into 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of complete 
details and speak with our friendly staff! 
SOUM MOueme 
0»»0»T JH, t» 
354-2260 
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster 
(across from Taco Bell) 
Take 
Notice. 
• Miami county 
• Darke county 
Shelby county 
students 
attending 
Put Your Studies 
Back on Course. 
This summer, you can get back on track with 
a transfer course at Edison Community College 
in Piqua. Call Edison and stop by during your 
priority registration period. 
March 9-13 
Set your June 15 summer classes now! Plan to 
catch up on your studies or get ahead for fall. 
Also check our "online courses" on the Edison 
website at www.edison.cc.oh.ut. 
We'll rush you a summer schedule. 
Phone toll free: 
l-BOO-922-3722.ext.3l4 
or e-mail: 
mfoQedison.cc.oh.us 
COMMUNITY 
COIUCE A n 
You Know Us. Now Use Us. 
Thursday, February 19, 1998 The BG News page 5 
WAR —  
Continued from page one. 
But many other* In the crowd 
applauded the administration 
official* 
When Albright was taunted by 
one questioner about how she 
could sleep at night, she re- 
sponded, "What we are doing Is 
so all of you can sleep at night." 
She continued, "We are the 
greatest country in the world and 
what we are doing Is serving the 
role of the Indispensable nation 
to see what we can do to make the 
world safer for our children and 
grandchildren and for those peo- 
ple around the world who follow 
the rules." 
The audience cheered. 
"We need your support," Al- 
bright Implored toward the end 
of the "town meeting" arranged 
CARAY 
by CNN with the cooperation of 
the Clinton administration. 
"You don't have It," a demon- 
strator shouted back. 
Berger sought to frame the de- 
bate In broad, strategic terms, 
saying the long-term security In- 
terests of the United States and 
Its allies are at stake. 
"Once the United States says 
that It Is Intimidated by someone 
who has the brutality of killing 
his own people to protect his own 
misdeeds, then... we've rendered 
ourselves absolutely helpless as 
a nation," Berger said. 
Albright planned to take the 
case for a tough approach to Iraq 
on Thursday to Nashville, Tenn., 
and to Columbia, S.C., for ap- 
pearances at Tennessee State 
and the University of South Caro- 
lina. 
Continued from page one. 
During his IS years with the 
hapless Cubs, he was fond of 
spelling names backward and 
mentioning fans, Including his 
favorite bartenders who were 
visiting the ballpark. 
"Happy Birthday to So-and-So. 
... Happy Anniversary to So-and- 
So. That's always been my way of 
acknowledging the fans," he 
wrote in his 1969 autobiography, 
"Holy Cow." 
Another favorite Caray excla- 
mation was "It might be, It could 
be. It Is - a home run!" and he'd 
shout "Cubs win) Cubs win! Cubs 
win!" after each Chicago home 
victory. He said he developed his 
trademark phrases during a se- 
mipro baseball tourney at Battle 
Creek, Mich. "Holy cow!" was 
later used by Yankees broadcas- 
ter Phil Rlzzuto, now retired. 
In Chicago, few sports figures 
were as loved as Caray. Fond of 
beer, he was known around town 
as the "Mayor of Rush Street," a 
popular nightclub district, and 
his downtown restaurant has re- 
mained popular since it opened in 
1987. 
Caray was born Harry Chris- 
topher Carabine in St. Louis. His 
precise age was unclear, he bru- 
shed aside questions about it. The 
Cubs media guide said he was 
born March 1,1920, but other ac- 
counts had him as much as five 
years older. 
In recent years, Caray had cut 
back his broadcasting on WGN. 
He cut out road trips with the 
Cubs last year, saying: "Road 
trips are a grind for ballplayers, 
and they can be pretty tough on 
announcers, too." 
16 days until 
Spring Brea 
EVE'S BAYOU 
Friday, Februrary 20 and 
Saturday, Februrary 21, 1998 
" \ LraliaiK (i>nitnJti roi \n Dsoi Yimiiuiiim \> BN IViim" 
Continued from page one. 
much patience to take out a 
leader like Saddam Hussein but 
enough is enough," she said. 
About 30 protesters regularly 
Interrupted the discussion, often 
cheered by others In the audi- 
ence. But requests for quiet from 
forum moderators also drew loud 
applause. 
Outside the arena, anti-war 
protesters huddled against the 
chill and rain, many clad In 
makeshift plastic bag-raincoats. 
Others shielded themselves with 
handmade protest signs. 
To the Rev. Werner Lang, an 
PLAY  
Continued from page one. 
Waeon also promised a sur- 
prise from the woman playing 
Janet Jackson. 
A preliminary performance 
will take place at 7:30 p.m., In 
University Hall. It will feature 
dancers, the University Gospel 
Choir and the cast 
"Rope: Black Anthology 1998" 
will be staged in Eva Marie-Saint 
Theatre at 8:00p.m., Feb. 20 and 
activist from Cleveland clutch- 
ing a plywood cross, the down- 
pour was more than an act of 
nature - It was an anti-war mes- 
sage. 
"I think God Is crying over 
Columbus today," he said. 
Ohio State graduate student 
Wayne Dornbirer, 28, spent 
much of the 90-minute town 
meeting telling protesters behind 
him to be quiet and arguing poll- 
tics with them. 
"It's pretty much guaranteed 
they (government officials) 
won't be coming back to Ohio 
State," said Dornbirer, who said 
he supports possible  airstrikes 
against Iraq. 
About 5,000 tickets were avail- 
able for the session in an arena 
that seats 13,276. Organizers said 
it appeared that most people 
showed up. Another 1,000 people 
who were Invited, including mili- 
tary veterans In full uniform and 
foreign students, sat closest to 
the speakers. 
The country should not resort 
to force now, said Dave Goliver, 
64, of Ellda, a disabled veteran 
who was among those Invited. 
The public and veterans In par- 
ticular are unhappy with prog- 
ress on the medical problems 
suffered by soldiers who fought 
in Desert Storm, said Goliver, 
who was in the Marines during 
the Korean War. "Are we ready 
to protect American soldiers 
from a new round of Persian Gulf 
syndrome?" 
The protests - and not the 
forum content ~ were on most 
people's minds as they left the 
arena. 
They also were the final word 
as the meeting ended. 
"It's been noisy but that's the 
way It is In America," moderator 
Judy Woodruff said from the red- 
carpeted stage. 
Eve's Bayou^   *l 
8;00PM& 11:00 PM 
OLSCAMP111 
$2.00 
Questions? Call 372-7164 
«l 
21. Tickets are $3 and may be 
purchased at the door. 
On Feb. 27, The Black Antholo- 
gy Theatre Group Performance 
will present selections from 
"Rope: Black Anthology 1998" at 
Project FEED - Future Educa- 
tors Enhancing Diversity. The 
presentation will take place at 
the Second Annual Conference 
on "Strengthening Cultural Di- 
versity in Education." 
Tight On Funds? 
Split it With a Friend 
FREE' Turkey Club Supermelt I With the purchase of     ■ 
mother Supermelt       I 
Thia coupon cannot ba uMd with any othar discount or 
promotional offer. Only ona coupon par rtam par vialt 
Tax additional whara appicacta   60IM 
1027 N. Main ST. 
Bowling Green 
Enpiraa 113nM &km%*\ 
JtWHou 
JfcM&kV/ 
Lunch • Pinner e Spinet 
110 North Main Street 
419-352-9222 
Largest Vegetarian 
Menu in Town! 
Sunday Full Liquor License 
Make Your Date Party Reservations Now! 
T    Tuesday    ^ 
Country Night 
Wednesday 
Pre Sprinej Break 
Party 
Reggae 
Carribeen 
Calypso 
Ska 
• Tsrrtna Packages 
from Planet Tan 
a Tropical Prtr* Specials 
Thursday 
70 5 dOS 
Pisco Panee night 
No cover 
before 12am 
xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx 
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"ARE YOU PREPARED FOR SPRING BREAK SUN??" 
GUARANTEED BASE IN 6 DAYS! 
NO SWEAT-NO SPOTS-IN & OUT IN 15 MINUTES 
J- J-      s / / «■      ... 
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ft 
SINGLE VISITS $3.00 
NOW THRU 
SPRING BREAK! 
( EXPIRES 3-15-98) 
PRESENTS 
N& BREAK 
EVERY WED. & THUR NIGHT 
FREE TANNING PACKS, 
TACH GOODS 
IET TAN & THE JUNCTION 
^ SotAGL. TapNt 
■ -352-2812 
434 E. Wooster 
(HIGH ATOP MYLES DQ) 
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Also see Nailz 
on Planet Tan 
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Congratulations AEA 
Spring 1998 New Members 
Lauren Carpeta 
Lisa Feehan 
l
"WO        Melissa Fiala     (n®J 
Amanda Kurtz 
Mary Ellen Lee 
Grace Martin 
Marisa McDermott 
Angela Nenadov 
We Love our baby Fuzzies 
Flynt defends merchandise 
The Associated Press 
PRIME RIB * ■ • SEAFOOD 
STEAK HOUSE 
ESTABLISHtD     I V i  I 
163 Soulh Main Slreei - Bowling Green   352 2595 
CINCINNATI - Hustler maga- 
zine publisher Larry Flynt again 
dared authorities to arrest him 
Wednesday as he began selling 
Y-"Aei videos In the city that 
once prc<ecuted him on obscen- 
ity charges. 
•Til fight this battle on either 
front - either the zoning Issue or 
the obscenity issue," Flynt said 
at a news conference before 
heading to his downtown adult 
bookstore. 'The ball's In the ci- 
ty's court now." 
His attorney, Louis Sirkln, 
agreed. 
"Let's go to battle," he said. 
Hamilton County Prosecutor 
Joseph Deters did not return 
calls to his office seeking com- 
ment.   No   uniformed   officers 
were at the store Wednesday 
morning. 
Flynt's 1977 conviction for 
pandering obscenity was over- 
turned two years later. While 
there is no law against selling 
Hustler In the city, many local 
vendors have said they would 
fear prosecution if they were to 
try. 
So In October, Flynt bought the 
bookstore and began selling his 
magazine and other adult books 
and toys along with mainstream 
publications such as Time maga- 
zine and major newspapers. 
After Flynt opened Hustler 
Books - Magazines - Gifts, the 
City Council passed an emer- 
gency ordinance. The ordinance 
requires businesses with a "sig- 
nificant" portion of adult- 
oriented merchandise to  get a 
special permit and do business In 
designated areas of the city 
zoned for Industry. 
The ordinance did not define 
what constitutes significant. 
Flynt said when the store 
opened that about 30 percent of 
the merchandise was adult orien- 
ted. 
But on Wednesday, approxi- 
mately half of the store's shelves 
were stocked with adult items - 
Including vibrators, maga- 
zines, lingerie and cans of choco- 
late whipped cream emblazoned 
with pictures of nude women. 
"We sell an awful lot of 
whipped cream - you can put 
that stuff on shortcake," said 
Flynt's brother, Jimmy, as he 
worked behind the counter. 
He then pointed to a shelf of 
massage  oils  and  edible body 
gels. 
"You can buy that stuff at Wal- 
greens," he said. "Does that 
make it illegal?" 
In 1977, Hamilton County 
Prosecutor Simon Lels Jr., now 
the sheriff, took Flynt to court on 
pandering obscenity and engag- 
ing In organized crime charges 
for distributing Hustler. Flynt 
was convicted and sentenced to 
seven to 25 years In prison. 
After an appeals court over- 
turned the convictions, a new 
trial was ordered but never took 
place.  
Flynt, who started his empire 
•with a go-go bar In Dayton In the 
1960s, now lives in Los Angeles. 
His California-based Larry Flynt 
Publications includes Hustler, 
five other adult magazines and IS 
mainstream publications. 
B G S l PRESENTS: 
Rope: 
Black Anthology 
1998 
Eva Marie Saint Theatre 
February 20 and 21 
8 p.m. 
Tickets are $3.00 
NO reservations accepted 
Box Office opens at 7 p.m. prior to performance 
BLACK HISTORY MONTH 
FOUNDERS KEEPERS 
FOOD COURT 
FEBRUARY 19, 1998 
11:30 AM-2:00PM AND 
4:30-7:00PM 
• BBQ BUS 
■ HOT WINGS 
BAKED FISH 
CORN 
MACARONI * 
CHEESE 
NIVi 
•COKNBREAD 
- COLLARD GREENS 
. SWEET POTATOES 
• SWEET POTATO PIE 
- BANANA PUDDING 
• RED BEANS 
AND RICE 
;*- • ILfjlHI 
ED L 
Friday 4:00 - 7:00 p.m. 
S2.00 Cover Charge 
Munchy Buffet 
SI.00 Miller Light and Bud 
19 and Over Every Night 
[* = 
s  u FOUNDERS 
foodcourt 
I   U 
507 ERST MERRV 
ODER SLEEP? NO UJ0RRV - 
CAMPUS   IS RCR0SS THE STREET 
•Rcross from campus       e^r&&*\'^%2Zt 
•Large two bedroom 
apartments 
•Furnished 
•Laundry facility In 
building 
•Extra storage 
•Free water C- sewer 
•9012 month leases 
auailable 
•Off street parking Rentals 
528 S. MRIN (OUR ONLV OFFICE! 552 - 562B 
NEWXPVE    » 
FALL 1998 LEASING 
Come sign up today! 
UNITS GOING FAST! 
JCPenney 
Visit JCPenney for your 
Spring Break Needs. 
February 5 thru March 5 
Get 25%OF 
any store regular price merchandise 
with your BGSU student ID. 
Choose from a variety of top name 
brands. Nike apparel, Sili/ertab jeans, 
Champion, Lei/i and much more 
selection in stvimu/ear, shorts, 
and spring shirts. 
Hours: Monday - Saturday 10-9 
. Sundai/ 12-5 
BG Store Only! 
Woodland Mall 
Check It Out! 
Fall 1998 Lists Now Available 
• Ridge Manor Apartments 
• Frazee Ave. Apartments 
• East Merry Ave. Apartments (522 Full) 
• Field Manor Apartments 
Columbia Court Apartments 
(903, 907, 915, 921, 929, 935 Thurstin) 
• 3 bedroom/2baths 
• Furnished 
• Close to Campus 
Units#49-72 Newly Remodeled for Fall 1998 A/C, 
New Carpet, and fireplaces 
808 Frazee Avenue 
Newly Constructed for Fall" 1998 
3 Bedroom, Furnished, A/C & Fireplaces 
Mercer Manor Apartments 
One of BG's Newest Complexes 
3 bedrooms/2 full baths, A/C, Fireplaces, 
&Microwaves 
Greenbriar, Inc. 
352-0717 
Hours: 
Mon.-Fri. (9 a.m. - 5 p.m.) 
Saturday (9 a.m.   ' p.m.) GREENBRIAR, INC. 
224 E. Wooster 
Bowling Green, OH 
43402 
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G SPORTS 
BGNews Pholo by Jeremy Martin 
Brooke Belcher came off f he bench to spark the Falcons to a 86-69 vic- 
tory. 
Sports Editor 
Jason McMahon 
372-2602 
■,:.■ 
Falcons gain redemption, 
pound Thundering Herd 
□ The BG women re- 
turn to form against 
Marshall after suffering a 
tough loss over the 
weekend against Kent. 
By JASON McMAHON 
The BG News  
Somebody had to pay. 
In its first game after suffer- 
ing a sobering loss to Kent, the 
Bowling Green women's basket- 
ball team took out its frustrations 
by pounding Marshall 86-69 
Wednesday night at Anderson 
Arena. 
Coming on the heels of Satur- 
day's 72-58 loss to the Flashes, 
which virtually ended BG's 
hopes of a Mid-American Con- 
ference East championship, the 
victory pushes the Falcons to 
19-5 overall and 14-2 in the MAC 
with two games remaing before 
the conference tournament. 
"I think our attitude changed 
completely after the Kent game," 
said BG forward Charlotta Jones, 
who led all scorers with 17 
points.   "We   realized  a  lot  of 
things. ... We realized that we're 
not invincible." 
The Falcons were a lot closer to 
invincible on Wednesday night. 
BG came out like gangbusters in 
the first half, shooting 69 percent 
in the first half on the way to a 
49-39 halftime lead. 
Marshall stayed close early, 
but a key stretch by senior re- 
serve Brooke Belcher (see re- 
lated story) spurred the Falcons 
to a lead they would never relin- 
quish. Belcher had two straight 
steals, scored on a drive and di- 
shed out a nice assist, and fin- 
ished the half with a coast- 
to-coast layup. 
But she'd rather talk about the 
block she had in that early 
stretch. 
"Whenever I can get a block, 
it's a miracle," Belcher said. "I 
just go in and play hard. You 
never know when you're gonna 
get your chance." 
The Falcons used a 14-0 run to 
ice the game in the second half. 
BG pushed the lead to as many as 
27 points, and stifled Marshall's 
offense to the tune of 31 percent 
shooting. 
Jones and junior center Jack! 
Raterman combined for 31 
points, hitting 13-of-18 shots 
from the floor, but the most no- 
table play came from the Falcon 
backcourt. 
Senior guard Sara Puthoff hit 
for 15 points, and the rest of BG's 
guards played a vastly different 
game from Saturday, when BG 
coach Jaci Clark called the Fal- 
cons' guard play "timid" and not 
aggressive. 
BG's guards were cleary more 
aggressive Wednesday night, 
taking the ball to the hole many 
times and dishing out a season- 
high 24 assists. 
"We got a lot more drives today 
and the guards were able to dish 
out some open shots," Puchoff 
said. "That played a really big 
role for us." 
Junior forward Kristina Behn- 
feldt led Marshall with 16 points 
and nine rebounds. A Defiance 
native, Behnfeldt had a large 
gathering cheering for her 
among the crowd of 855. 
But blanketed by mainly Jones 
- who ranks second to Behnfeldt 
in MAC rebounding - Behnfeldt 
• See REDEMPTION, page eight. 
Women's 
Basketball 
Marshall 
Bowling Green    
69 
86 
MARSHAIIaahVU, .1 -12) 
McCauley 4-9 4 4 13, Behnfeldt 5-12 6-6 
16, Byrd 4 7 3 3 11. Robin ion 2-4 2-2 7, Ro 
•ko 3-12 0-0 7, K. UnhartO-0 1 2 1, M. I.en 
hart 1-3 2-2 S, Lincoln 13 0-0 3, P.Iillo 17 
2-2 4, RoUyion 0-1 0-0 0, Mwn 00 04 0. 
Relnbrecht 1-2 04). TOTALS 2240 20-21 69. 
■ OWLINC CHEN M (14 5.14-2) 
Andrew! 3-3 04 6, Puthofr 5 9 3-3 IS. 
Raterman 6-8 2-2 14, Gafford 4-5 0-0 8, 
Jones 7-12 3-4 17, HlneUne 1-2 0-2 2, Kahle 
4-9 04) 8, Wappaa 2-3 0-15, Belcher 2-5 04) 
4, Smith 0-1 00 0, DaFoeae 2-3 0-0 4, Hall 
0-30-00. TOTALS 37-67 8-12 86. 
Halftime - Bowling Green 49, Marshall 
39. 3-point goals - MU 5-20 (McCauley 1-1, 
Robertson 1-2, Roako 1-7, M Lenhart 1-3, 
Lincoln 1-1, PatUloO-2, RoUyaon 0-1, Behn 
feldt 0-2, Byrd 0-1) BG 4-8 (Puthofr 2-3, 
Wappea   11, Farmer   1-3).  Fouled out  - 
Hineline Rebounds - BG 41 (Raterman 
8). MU 30 (Behnfeldt 9). Aaalati - BG 24 
(Gafford 6), MU 13 (Robertson 5). Total 
fouls - BG 16, MU 13. Technical fouls - 
none. A -855. 
Belcher, Gafford key BG's bench contribution 
□ The Falcons get 
strong performances off 
the bench in their easy 
victory over Marshall. 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News  
Marshall had to come into An- 
derson Arena last night expect- 
ing to see high scoring from the 
big three Falcon scorers - Sara 
Putoff, Jacki Raterman and 
Charlotta Jones. Though the "big 
three" each scored in double di- 
gits, it was the rest of the Falcon 
team that sparked the team and 
made the difference in the 86-69 
BGwin. 
In the Falcons scoring, 40 of 
the 86 points were scored by 
other players then the "big 
three." Two of those Falcons, 
Jenifer Gafford and Brooke Bel- 
cher contributed efforts that ig- 
nited BG in the first half. The 
Falcons took the lead for good 
and never looked back during 
their sixth possession of the 
game. 
In a stretch of six possessions, 
Belcher scored four points, had 
two steals, one assist, one re- 
bound and one block. Her effort 
sparked the Falcons to set the 
tempo of the game. 
"I think we came very focused 
and we played hard." Belcher 
said. "We made a conscious 
effort not to turn the ball over." 
Gafford, who hit 4-of-5 from 
the field, continuously pressured 
Marshall's guards into commit- 
ting turnovers. Twice Gafford 
stole the ball making way for 
easy baskets that disrupted any 
momemtum the Thundering 
Herd were attempting to gain. 
Along with a team-high of six as- 
sists and four steals, Gafford also 
added eight points in helping the 
Falcons get back on track. 
"Jenifer Gafford was much 
more aggressive with the ball in 
her hands," BG coach Jacki 
Clark said. "She took the ball to 
the basket and made great de- 
cisions tonight and it paid off for 
her and the rest of the team." 
BG's depth was too much for 
Marshall to handle. All but two of 
the Falcons scored and every 
player played at least seven 
minutes. With all the Falcons get- 
ting playing time, Marshall 
couldn't keep up with their fresh 
pace. 
The Falcons especially took 
advantage of the fatigued Herd 
in the second half going on a 14-0 
run with around 10 minutes to go. 
At that point the Falcons blew 
open the lead, allowing Jones, 
Raterman and Putoff to rest. 
"At that point there was 
already a gap in the points and 
we were a little tired," Marshall 
coach Juliene Simpson said. 
"This is our third game in five 
days." 
Men's track preps for Falcon Invite 
By TIMOTHY MINNECI 
The BG News  
The Bowling Green men's 
track and field team will tune up 
for the Mid- American Confer- 
ence Tournament in two weeks 
with a non-scored meet at the 
Field House on Saturday at the 
Falcon Invitational. 
Coach Sid Sink sees this week- 
end as an opportunity to prepare 
for the MAC tourney, as well as 
provide a measuring stick 
against powerhouse Eastern 
Michigan. 
"We want to perform well this 
weekend, but it's just kind of a 
meet to get ready, to try to per- 
form better in some events," 
Sink said. 
In order to get rested for the 
upcoming MAC meet, Sink stated 
that no one will be competing in 
more than one individual event. 
Some of those performances 
promise to be quite interesting 
f^<       Track ft Held 
OTES 
for the BG home crowd. 
Travis Downey, who finished 
first in last weekend's All-Ohio 
Championships in Kent with a 
vault of 16-6 1/4, will likely make 
a second attempt at 17-9, which 
would automatically qualify him 
for the NCAA Nationals. 
"It would be nice to get some 
people there and see some of our 
better athletes," Sink stated. 
Rah'Sheen Clay will run in the 
1600-meter relay as well as one 
additional individual event, 
probably either the 200 or 400. 
He will be competing against 
stiff competition. Although he is 
ranked seventh in the nation, he 
is ranked third in the MAC. 
Clay returns to old form 
For most of the season, Rah'- 
Sheen Clay had been one step be- 
hind his Ail-American perform- 
ance of a year ago. 
But with a first-place finish in 
the 400 and a second-place finish 
In the 200 this past weekend at 
the All Ohio Championships in 
Kent, Sink believes Clay may be 
hitting his stride at exactly the 
right time. 
"His 200 was exceptional, it's 
the best he's ever run indoors," 
Sink said. 
The 21.04 time broke Clay's 
own school record from last year 
and gave him an NCAA provi- 
sional qualifying time for the 
nationals. 
"He has struggled all year, he 
hasn't run anywhere near his 
times from last year," said Sink. 
"This was a real break-out meet 
for him." 
YOU bet Newlove 
Realty Rentals has 
the best places to 
live In BGI 
Come and visit our 
office to pick up 
your free 
brochure of 
over 400 
apartments, 
houses, and duplexes in 
many locations. 
328 S. Main 
352-5620 
(evr only •fflcel 
T 
% 1 
While Clay has been consistent 
and a team leader, he has yet to 
return to the form which ranked 
him seventh overall in the nation 
last year with All-American hon- 
ors. "Rah'Sheen Clay is one of 
our biggest guns," said Sink. 
"For him to come around and 
start running to his ability is a 
big boost for our team going into 
the MAC meet." 
Miller gives it his all 
After turning in his best per- 
formance of the year in the 800 
meter, finishing second overall 
in the tournament, Pat Miller was 
in no mood to celebrate. He was 
getting sick from a meal the pre- 
vious evening. 
"He really ran good consider- 
ing how he was feeling," said 
Sink. 
Miller said he was looking for- 
ward to the upcoming MAC meet, 
as well as a chance to compete at 
full strength. 
T • .. Fri & Sat Tomght Beach p 
You Paint Weekend 
a Showgirl Free Admission w Beach Attire 
r
 March 2 3. & 4 
International Star 
Shyla Foxxx 
■5   tn    5 -C; 
^tt; <;. 
£0Cou£ 
135 S Byrne Rd • Toledo • 537-0079 
Free Pass 
Restrictions may .ipply 'i 
tip 3 31 98 
L:UI"^\ 
First-half scoring drought 
dooms men at Marshall 
The Associated Press  
HUNTINGTON,   W.Va.   - 
Derrick Wright scored 14 
points and Marshall held 
Bowling Green scoreless over 
the final 7:44 of the first half 
of a 70-52 Thundering Herd 
victory Wednesday night. 
Marshall (11-12, 7-8 Mid- 
American Conference) re- 
corded its fourth straight con- 
ference victory in its push to 
qualify for the MAC tourna- 
ment. Marshall entered the 
game in seventh place in the 
league, which allows eight of 
its 12 teams to play in the 
tournament. Bowling Green 
(9-15, 6-10) has lost four 
straight. 
Marshall was up 15-13 in the 
first half when the Thunder- 
ing Herd defense shut down 
Bowling Green shooters in a 
16-0 run to halftime that put 
Marshall up 31-13. 
Men's Basketl tball 
Bowling Green   52 
Marshall 70 
■OWl INC C*EEN 52 (»-1S) 
Estarkamp 3-12 4 5 11, Raid 4-13 2-2 II, 
Cowan S-9 0-0 11. Moore 1-10 0-0 2, Keys 4-9 
04) 9, Chambers 0-0 04) 0, Crespo 0-2 0-0 0, 
Furl in 04) 04) 0, Black 3-6 0-0 8. Totals 20-61 
6-7 S2. 
MARSHAL 1 70 (11-12) 
Wrights 6 11 2-2 14, King34 1-1 7, McKe- 
Ivy 5-9 2 2 12, Young 4-8 04) 9, Burgess 3-5 
1-1 9, Gray 2-3 04) 4, Morton 1-3 04) 2, 
Dobbs 5-U2-213, Carafe! 11 0-0 04) 0. Totals 
29 58 8-8 70. 
Halftime- Marshall 31, Bowling Green 
13. 3-point goals -- Bowling Green 6-28 
(Esterkamp 1-8. Raid 1-7, Cowan 1-2, Moore 
0-3, Kays 1-3. Crasp 0-1, Black 2-4), Mar 
shall 4-15 (King 0-3. McKelvy 0-1, Young 
1-3, Burgess 2-3, Morton 0-1, Dobbs 1-4). 
Fouled out - None. Rebounds -• Bowling 
Green 28 (Cowan 10), Marshall 43 (McKe 
Ivy 15). Assists -• Bowling Green 8 (Cowan 
2. Moore 2, Keys 2), Marshall 18 (King S). 
Total fouls - Bowling Green 13, Marshall 
12. A-4,131. 
• See DROUGHT, page eight. 
>°^z^JPtsi • Fum!Jed^ 
'
Gas
 *eafT~0ns 
•Cam 
ing 
ipus Shuttle 
************************************************** 
400 Napoleon Road 352-9135 
Mon. -Fri. 9-5 Sat. 10-2 
\ 
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"Lemmon And Matthau Are A National Treasure." 
DtvM Sheehtn, KCBS TV 
Airing ihc rest 
of February a 
continued into March on 
Channels 55S1 
QQyiAQS 
Alternative Clothing • Winter Weal 
• Beaded/Hemp Jewelry • Imported 
Cigars • Clove Cigarettes • Incense • 
Unique Candles • tooestries • Suckers 
• Posters • 200* Tees • Patchwork 
Pants . Hoir Gllter (gold » silver) » 
others • Body Purifiers (100% 
guarantee) • Hair Coloring 
|WE BENT VIDEOS • Largest Collection o' 
Spanish videos • Hundreds o( 
Children s Videos • Comedy 
445 E. Wooster 
(At the railroad tracks) 
Mon-Sat: 11:30-9 
Sunday 12-6 354-0176 
J FLORIDA m 
^SPRING BREA" 
FROM $149 PER WEEK* 
I.HI 
FREE DRAFT BEER ALL WEEK LONG 
2 OUTDOOR HEATED POOLS ■ I INDOOR HEATED POOL 
HUGE BEACH FRONT HOT TUB 
LAZY RIVER RIDE • SUITES UPTOIO PERSONS 
SAILBOATS • TIKI BEACH BAR • JET SKIS • PARA5AILS 
HOME OF THE WORLDS LONGEST KfcC PARTY" 
'CALL FOR INFO: 1-800-874-8828 
www.sandpiperbcacon.com ("raics JKT penon) 
W-iO*   (RONf   RFACH   ROAD   •   PANAMA < ' I YBfACM     l|    Oil- 
228 SOUTH COLLEGE 
• 1  block from Campus 
• l  bdrm. opts 
• FREE gas heat, mater, sewer 
•washer/dryer in bldg. 
702 FOURTH 
•2 bdrm. furn. apts. 
•2 car garage 
•Extra Storage room 
•targe wood deck 
•washer/dryer in bldg. 
309 HIGH 
• 2 bdrm. apts. 
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer 
•Close to Campus 
•washer/dryer In bldg. 
507 EAST MERRY 
•2 bdrm. furn. apts. 
ACROSS STREET from campus 
• FREE water & sewer 
•Washer/dryer in bldg. 
824 SIXTH 
•2 bdrm. apts. 
•FREE gas heat, water, sewer 
•washer/ dryer In bldg. 
843 SIXTH 
•2 bdrm. unfurn. apts. 
•2 baths 
•Dishwashers 
•washer/dryer in bldg. 
NEWIOVE REALTY 
Rentals: 352-5620 
don t believe 
everything 
you feel. 
Vou ve been puled from the wotkl you once 
ison for it. H s depression. 
It's very prevalent. Btit it's abo very treatable 
TQIAT   DBPRBSSlON 
How Would 
You Score? 
/LSAT)(GMAT> 
MCAliGLPA 
Take a Free Test Drive 
and find out! 
LSAT, GMAT & MCAT -10 to 2pm on campus 
CPA - Feb. 21st 10 to 2pm at Toledo Kaplan Canter 
Call Today to reserve your seat! 
KAPLAN 1-800-KAP-TEST www.kaplan.com 
'Course names are registered trademarks of their respective owners 
REDEMPTION 
Continued from page seven. 
fell short of her season average 
for points and rebounds, and was 
forced to take the ball outside 
when BG smothered her in the 
paint. 
"They wouldn't allow us to do 
Inside so we had to focus on do- 
ing something from the outside," 
said Marshall coach Juliene 
Simpson. 
All but two Falcons ended up in 
the scoring column, as BG had 10 
players reach double digits in 
minutes played - making at least 
one starter excited 
"I really have fun when (coach 
Clark) subs in the bench," Jones 
said. "That's really fun. I like to 
see the youngsters play." 
NAGANO 
'oop' 
1998  1 
Winter Games 1 
WM MEDALS 
tJ TABLE 
1998 Nagano Winter Olympics 
Wednesday. Fet 
50 total events 
Nation 
.18 
G S B   Tot 
Germany 7 B 7    22 
Norway 7 8 4    19 
Russia 8 4 1     13 
Canada 4 5 3    12 
Austria 2 3 7    12 
United States 5 1 4    10 
Netherla ids 4 4 2    10 
Finland 2 3 5    10 
Japan 4 1 3      8 
Italy 1 4 2       7 
Franc© 2 1 3      6 
Switzerland 2 1 2      5 
China 0 3 0      3 
South Korea 
Czech Republ 
Sweden 
2 0 0      2 
e    0 1 1       2 
0 1 1       2 
Belarus 0 0 2      2 
Bulgaria 1 0 0       1 
Denmark 0 1 0     1 
Ukraine 0 1 0     1 
Belgium 0 0 1    1 
Kazakstan 0 0 1     1 
G-Gold, S-Silver, B-Bronze 
Sound Off m 
LETTERS TO THE SPORTS EDITOR 
To the Editor 
I am responding to the article that The BG News ran on Coach 
Mike Ward (Tuesday, Feb. 3). I am a student-athlete here at Bowling 
Green, and I have had to deal with Coach Ward, or lack thereof, for a 
few years now. 
Through the experiences that I have gone through Involving the 
weight room, I have come to a conclusion. The conclusion involves 
the attitude of coaches, administration and even other athletes 
toward the "no money" sports. The attitude is one in which the low 
man on the financial ladder, when concerning athletes at this Univer- 
sity, is treated with less respect. This same attitude is conveyed by 
Coach Ward and staff involved in the weight training programs. 
I would first like to say that I am not downgrading Coach Ward's 
awards and achievements because that is part of his job as a strength 
coach. Because of Coach Ward's work, the football, basketball and 
hockey teams are much stronger, but those are the "money" teams of 
this University. What about the non-revenue teams that are on cam- 
pus? They work just as hard and, in some cases, harder than the rev- 
enue-generating sports. Yet, they have been shown little respect in 
the confines of the weight room. 
As I mentioned earlier, this attitude is not only portrayed by Coach 
Ward, but also by other coaches and athletes. The only reason this let- 
ter Is being directed at the strength coach is because of the article 
stating that he deals with all 450 student-athletes. This is false. Re- 
member, I am one of those 450, and I have received little encourage- 
ment, help or advice when you compare it to the attention that is giv- 
en to the football team. 
The main focus of this letter is to show the inequalities that take 
place in the weight room. That was a nice article about Coach Ward 
from a "money" coach and athlete perspective. 
Now let me give my own take on Coach Ward. He is a nice guy, but 
when you walk into the weight room, the unfair treatment begins. 
Every varsity team at BG has a time window in which they are al- 
lowed to lift. Some windows overlap, some don't. Whether or not it is 
time for the football team to do their weight training, they will be in 
there to lift. If any other team comes in to lift outside their designat- 
ed slot, they are kicked out of the weight room. Where is the equality? 
If you get into the door and any other "money" teams are in there 
with you, the unequal attitude continues. Whether it is a weight 
machine, a bench or even out of the weight room entirely, sometimes 
you get bumped out of the way to make room for the "money" ath- 
letes. This is the respect shown to a Division I athlete at the college 
level? Something is wrong and must change. 
I must enforce that this letter is not an attack on Coach Ward. It is 
an attack on the fact that the non-money athletes have been putting 
up with, for some time, a lack of respect and acknowledgement. The 
article about Coach Ward just set the table for this letter to be writ- 
ten. 
If this article offends Coach Ward or anyone else, I must apologize. 
Sometimes the truth hurts. The lack of respect and acknowledgement 
hurts as well, and the "little people" of the athletic community are 
sick of that pain. We demand respect and we must be heard. This is 
the voice of the "little people" - open your ears and listen. 
- Anonymous 
In special cases, anonymous Letters to the Sports Editor will be al- 
lowed. See page two for the complete BG News policy on Letters to 
the Editor. 
DROUGHT  
Continued from page seven. 
Bowling Green shot just 22.2 
percent from the field in the first 
half. Dave Esterkamp broke the 
scoring drought with two foul 
shots 56 seconds into the second 
half. 
Deon Dobbs added 13 points 
for Marshall and Terrell McKe- 
lvy scored 12 and grabbed a 
game-high 15 rebounds. Marshall 
outrebounded Bowling Green 
43-28. 
Esterkamp, Tony Reid and 
KirK Cowan each scored 11 for 
Bowling Green. 
Marshall shot 50 percent from 
the field compared to 32.8 per- 
cent for Bowling Green for the 
game. 
1,1,1 I I I I I I 
J—' Apartment living 
NOT 
what you expected? 
•Summer 1998 and Fall 1998 Leasing! 
•Summer leases starling at 6 weeks 
•utilities included 
•space available immediately 
•no rent payments during school breaks 
|'semester leases 
•close to campus 
i»on-site laundry facility 
Call Newman Housing 
|for details on hassle-free living! 
354-2191 3 I     I     I     I     I 
CERTIFIED ANGUS BEEF 
I id North Main  Bottling (irren 
WERE ALMOST FULL!!! 
Mid Am Manor 
Charlestown Apartments & 
Schmeltz Properties 
95% OCCUPANCY FOR SUMMER 
-all 2 bdrm units summer only 
$800 
75% OCCUPANCY FOR FALL '98 
- 2 bdrm apartments start at 
$440/mo. for up to 4 people... 
NEW CARPET, LINOLEUM & PAINT 
WE PAY FOR YOUR HEAT AND WATER!!! 
DON'T MISS OUT!!! CALL NOW!!! 
641 Third St. Apt. 4 BG 
352-4380 
Tod Of 
McCloskey F 
TheBG 
News 
ft 
The sound of 
movies 
There's something hap- 
pening in the music indus- 
try that's surprised nearly 
everyone. 
For the first time since 
"Grease" a soundtrack has 
hit the No. 1 spot on the 
charts and held it. The sur- 
prise is not that Titanic." 
with the hit song "My Heart 
Will Go On." went to No. 1. 
nor that it held off Pearl 
Jam's new album "Yield." 
it's that the composition of 
the soundtrack is primarily 
the score of the movie. 
For the last 10 years or 
so. movie scores have 
become increasingly popu- 
lar forms of classical 
music. And today. 
"Titanic" has brought 
scores to the forefront of 
pop music. Not only can 
scores be appreciated by 
classical music types, but 
by those of us who really 
enjoy Hollywood and the 
movies. 
Scores allow us to 
glance back at movies and 
auditorially revisit scenes 
and memorable moments 
Just by listening. And 
although you may not con- 
sciously listen to the music 
while watching the movie, 
it's almost a guarantee that 
if you enjoyed the movie, 
you will remember the 
music (that's the key to 
any good score). 
One of the first memo- 
rable scores in a movie was 
the infamous "Star Wars" 
anthem composed by John 
Williams. 
Williams was one of the 
catalysts of movie scores, 
bringing us all three 
"Indiana Jones." "Jaws." 
"Dances With Wolves" and 
"Jurassic Park" to name a 
few scores he has done. 
There's a stereotype that 
only big hit movies contain 
good scores, which is very 
untrue in the industry. 
Today with the specific 
genres movies are placed 
into, many of these new 
films offer very interesting 
and unusual pieces of 
music that represent any- 
thing but the typical "clas- 
sical" score. Some of these 
pieces contain industrial 
overtones and heavy 
remixed classical compo- 
nents. 
For example, the score 
to Tiie Rock" contains 
classical pieces that are 
sampled and layered atop 
one another, giving the lis- 
tener the feeling of nearly 
being in the movie. Hans 
Zimmer, composer of The 
Rock." remains one of the 
best new "untraditional" 
individuals in the field. 
Even popular dramatic 
scores have their own fla- 
vor, each unique onto 
themselves. James Horner. 
composer of the Titanic" 
score, is probably the most 
well known in Hollywood. 
His efforts include 
"Braveheart." "Legends of 
the Fall." "Patriot Games." 
as well as many others. 
One benefit scores give 
you is that if you want to 
sample the music, all you 
have to do is rent the 
movie — Just don't forget to 
listen,instead of watch. 
* BGSU's Weekly Entertainment Section * 
Ever heard of Ranimstein, 
Shellac or Gastr Del Sol? 
Read all about them in this 
week's Sound Parade 
CD REVIEWS ►»- N-2 
Reviews of the newest 
wave of PlayStation sports 
games, including Jet Moto 
and Cool Boarders 2 
VIDEO GAMES 
* N-2 
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Oh no ... it's 
the '80s 
By ROB SZORADY 
The BG News 
In the new movie The 
Wedding Singer." starring 
perennial goofball favorite 
Adam Sandier and the hope- 
lessly posiUve Drew 
Barrymore. '80s nostalgia fig- 
ures into the story almost as 
prominently as the two main 
actors. 
Since most of the gags are 
provided by objects and ideas 
from the decade most would 
like to forget, the otherwise 
mildly amusing comedy/love 
story is overshadowed by its 
surroundings, be I hey pastel 
suits circa 1986 Miami Vice or 
a Boy George look-a-like 
crooning one of the Culture 
Club's greatest hils. 
This brings to mind one 
question: why does the past 
have such a tight grip on us? 
Why the bum's rush of obses- 
sion of a decade that for all 
intents and purposes ceased 
to exist barely more than eight 
years ago? 
To answer that question 
Drew Barrymore plays Julia, a waitress, in the new 
Adam Sandier movie "The Wedding Singer" 
one needs to look in the 
murky waters of popular cul- 
ture obsessions of yore. The 
common rule seems to be that 
the extent of longing for tie- 
dye shirts, leather jackets or 
feather hairdos comes at least 
20 years after said phenome- 
non comes down for the first 
time. 
In the 1970s, the hip thing 
was to act like the 1950s all 
over again. As evidence, wit- 
ness the popularity of both TV 
show tlappy Days and the 
high school musical singalong 
"Grease." not to mention 
"American Graffiti." the hit 
movie George Lucas made 
before "Star Wars." 
"American GraffiU" was a 
personal look back on his own 
adolescence In the '50s. com- 
plete with drag racing, soda 
fountains, poodle skirts and 
every other cliche that was 
later used for "Back To The 
Future." 
All in all. it was pretty 
smooth sailing for a decade 
that has the dubious distinc- 
tion as being known for disco, 
cocaine and "Boogie Nights." 
Since the beginning of the 
decade was little more than a 
blur (to most of us) life in the 
early 1980s was unremark- 
able. 
The major cultural going-on 
was everything from the 
1960s. Many readers might 
remember the lavish coverage 
given to the 20th anniversary 
of Woodstock in 1989 on MTV. 
and the resurgence of such 
disparate icons from the '60s 
such as The Grateful Dead. 
• 
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Has '80s culture been exploited and commercialized before 
its time? (Adam Sandier as the wedding singer, above) 
The Doors. The Velvet 
Underground and Leonard 
Cohen. 
The actual sights and 
sounds that The Wedding 
Singer" lovingly both satirizes 
and embraces are in abun- 
dance all over the place. 
The soundtrack, which 
includes songs from the '80s 
like "Do You Really Want To 
Hurt Me." by Culture Club. 
"Boys Don't Cry." by The Cure 
and "How Soon Is Now?" by 
The Smiths are sure to bring 
back memories for those who 
are sUll sad that Bauhaus 
broke up. 
The sights, from Michael 
Jackson-esqe gloves covered 
in rhinestones to bright pink 
neon headbands, are authen- 
tic and a bit overused. 
One wonders what decade 
the '90s culture will whole- 
heartedly pilfer. Its only 1998 
and we're already looking back 
to the follies of 13 years ago. 
There must be some kind of 
danger inherent to such 
instant nostalgia. Everybody 
before us took at least a litUe 
bit of time before turning sar- 
castic claws toward the past. 
Or maybe we could all 
accept the fact that throw- 
backs are youth's seemly way 
of acknowledgment that we all 
grow old and everything new 
will someday be used in a 
shoddy VHl special. 
After all, Oscar Wilde said. 
The condition of perfecUon is 
idleness: the aim of perfection 
is youth." All of this brings us 
to the sad point that some- 
thing we are doing today, 
something we might be wear- 
ing or listening to. will some- 
day be made fun of. You might 
as well Jump on the bandwag- 
on. 
Get out your Titanic sound- 
track, your "South Park" T- 
shirts. your Third Eye Blind 
singles and your "Party of 
Five" posters. 
Get ready for the great nos- 
talgic revival of that magical, 
wonderful year of  1998. 
We were all so young once. 
"Wedding Singer" hits with comedy, misses with the '80s 
By TOM DENK 
The BG News 
Wedding receptions are a 
great source of profit for people 
who Invested a ton of money 
into their unpromising bands' 
sound system and now DJ on 
the weekends to help pay it all 
off. 
In 1985. wedding receptions 
were a great source of profit for 
mediocre musicians to supple- 
ment their unpromising rock 
careers by performing the now 
mythological role as wedding 
singers. 
The Idea of creating a.movie 
with Adam Sandier as a wed- 
ding singer in 1985 sounds like 
t an all-too-simple for- mula for vintage Sandier comedy. But Sandlers lat- est effort. The Wedding Singer" 
proves that cheap laughs don't 
come as easy as they once did. 
Sandier plays Robby Hart 
(even his name reeks of '80s 
lore), a former rocker turned 
wedding singer whose vocal 
skills rank second to none. But 
praising the greatness of mar- 
riage can no longer be done 
once Robby is dumped by his 
fiancee Linda. 
However. Robby finds new 
love in co-worker Julia (Drew 
Barrymore. the ill-fated Casey 
Becker of "Scream" fame). 
Unfortunately, Julia is set to 
marry Glenn, a financially suc- 
cessful Wall Street type. 
When Robby is told by Julia's 
best friend Holly (Christine 
Taylor from The Craft," and 
Marcla from the The Brady 
Bunch" movies) that Julia is 
marrying Glenn for money. 
Robby must deal with the fact 
that he lives in his sister's base- 
ment and is unemployable. 
So what's a wedding singer to 
do? 
Sandier faces the huge task 
of delivering yet another mon- 
ster comedy to equal his previ- 
ous hits "Billy Madison" and 
"Happy Gilmore." It's not sur- 
prising then that The Wedding 
Singer' was mildly disappoint- 
ing. 
However, that is no fault of 
Sandier, whose songs and over- 
all performance were both quali- 
ty. Better, he avoided playing 
the jaded sharp-tongued. butt- 
kicking bad boy of his film's 
past, which helped this movie 
avoid cliched comedtc pre- 
dictability. 
Although The Wedding 
Singer" contained some obvious 
SNL flavor and a shockingly 
exciting cameo by Billy Idol, the 
film lacked in an area where It 
gave way too much. 
Director Frank Coraci (also 
directing Sandler's next movie. 
The Wedding 
Singer 
Woodbind Mall Cinema 5 
Starring: Adam Sandier, Drew 
Barrymore. Christine Taylor 
NOW says: Less charismatic than 
past performances, but still an 
enjoyable comedy 
*•• 
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The Water Boy") decided to 
shove 1985 down the audience's 
throat. Coraci could barely 
•*- See SINGER, page N-3 
HOW 
Smashmouth 
comes to Ada 
Overplayed bands of the 
moment Smashmouth and 
Third Eye Blind will perform 
together at the King Horn 
Center of Ohio Northern 
University in Ada on March 14. 
The co-headliners are 
pouring in support of 
their recent albums. 
"both of which are 
^multi-platinum and 
selling like hotcakes. 12 
Elmopalooza to 
feature rock acts 
Performers such 
as The Fugees. Jon 
Stewart. The Mighty 
Mighty Bosstones. 
Steven Tyler and 
Celine Dion will 
honor Sesame Street with 
Elmopalooza. a "celebraUon of 
30 years of songs and laughs." 
Radio City Music Hall will 
play host to the event, which 
will air this Friday at 8 p.m. on 
ABC. Other celebrities that will 
pay tribute include Tyra Banks. 
Cindy Crawford. Gloria Estefan. 
David Allan Grier and Shawn 
Colvin. Sony Wonder and 
Children's Television Workshop 
will Jointly release a CD of the 
show on March 3. which will 
include bonus tracks by Steven 
Tyler and Celine Dion. 
Film discussion 
at Gish Theater 
A 7 p.m. showing of the 
movie "Sankofa" will 
be followed by a dis- 
cussion in the Gish 
Film Theater. The 
presentation, spon- 
sored by the African 
People's Association. 
Is part of Black History Month 
activities at the University. 
UAO will also show 'Eve's 
t 
Bayou" in 111 Olscamp at 8 
p.m. and 11 p.m. Friday and 
Saturday nights for $2. 
"Intro to Opera" 
features cast, 
crew of "Falstaff" 
"Intro to Opera" will be the 
second offering of the Young 
People's Concerts at 11 a.m. 
this Saturday in Kobacker Hall 
of the Moore Musical Arts 
Center. The 45-minute program 
will feature the cast of the 
Bowling Green Opera Theatre 
production of "Falstaff." 
The audience will have an 
opportunity to meet .   : director. 
costume designer, make-up 
artist and set designer. Children 
are invited to come in costume 
(as their favorite opera or TV 
character). Those who do will 
receive a free ticket to a perfor- 
mance of "Falstaff." The pro- 
gram is recommend- 
ed for children ages 
5 and up. Tickets, 
available at the door, 
are $2 for adults and 
SI for children. 
McFall displays 
black history art 
A mulu-medla exhibition 
showcasing art works related to 
black history created by 
University under- 
graduate and gradu-   ^^^1 
ate students is f» 
scheduled to be on 
display from 10 a.m. 
to 3 p.m. through 
Feb. 27 in the McFall Center 
Gallery. The exhibit is part of 
Black History Month activities. 
Coming up in 
next week's NOW 
Check out next week's NOW 
for an interview with metal band 
Mcgadeth. as well as music, 
movie and book reviews (of 
course). 
Any comments can be direct- 
ed to John Wenzel at 372-2603. 
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Rammstein: 
Sehnsucht 
1997 - Slash 
Rammstein, a six-member band 
from Easl Germany (consisting of fac- 
tory workers and an Olympic swim- 
mer) has Issued their first release In 
the United States this month. 
The album. Sehnsucht (Longing), 
ought to do well based on how quick- 
ly their merchandise sold at the 
sights of their West Coast tour with 
KMFDM and Lords of Acid. 
Rammstcln's sound can be 
described as Tanzmetall" (dance 
metal). It's mix of hardcore metal and 
something you might hear at your 
average dance club. 
t       Before listening to Sehnsucht I was 
expecting every song to be powered by 
deep. hea«y guitars and even deeper 
vocals, similar to their two songs on 
the Lost Highway soundtrack. I was 
incorrect. 
Sehnsucht Is a collection of styles, 
ranging from the ferocious sounds of 
"Du Hasf and 'Sehnsucht" to the 
mellow sound of "Wavier." The second 
song. "Engel." even has the eerie 
sound of a children's choir In the 
• background. 
On the second song. "Engel." a 
female vocalist sings. "Just past the 
clouds have gone to sleep/Angels can 
be seen in heaven's keep." 
Vocalist Till Llndemann then 
implies that he has no desire to be 
made an angel when he dies. "Engel* 
Is one of the two songs on the album 
that's done In English as well as 
German. 
Those who would like to hear a 
blending of bands like KMFDM and 
Type O Negative will love Sehnsucht. 
German vocals seem to be appearing 
more and more In modern industrial 
music. Sehnsucht is definitely worth 
buying, even if you don't speak a 
word of German. 
- Rich Stewart 
Gastr del Sol: 
Camoufluer 
1998 - Drag City 
Previously, I liked Gastr del Sol 
for being innovative as much as 
for writing music that stood on its 
own. The music world applauded 
their experimentation, but did 
anyone want to listen to It? 
On past Gastr releases, peace- 
ful folk-guitar songs and crawling 
pianos degenerated Into noise and 
came to a screeching halt. Either 
that or the whole thing simply 
detuned and self-destructed, leav- 
ing you wondering what Impres- 
sion to be left with. 
Camoufluer. Gastr's fourth 
Drag City Records full-length, still 
sounds weird like Gastr del Sol 
must. What's new is the duo's 
desire to win the listener's heart 
with pop sensibilities and overall 
prettlness. 
Each song has tender, 
thoughtful words, surprisingly 
catchy melodies, climaxes and 
soft hooks to fall back on. The 
vocals, which In lndle-rock are 
traditionally undersung (flat. Uspy 
dudes and whlspery girls seem to 
be the norm—nobody Is trying too 
hard), are at least hitting the 
sweetest notes. 
All this, using the tried and 
true Gastr formula of exotic 
Instrumentation: a new instru- 
ment runs the show on each 
track, all are embellished by elec- 
tronics, drum kits, steel drums, 
trumpets, strings ... etc. 
Despite the diversity, the 
album Is as fluid as a musical, 
and nothing seems tacked-on. 
They use rock's trapping devices 
sparingly, a drum kit Is subtle 
until It needs to be heard. Guitars 
never plug In. Volume is saved for 
parts that deserve It. and the 
result Is tension and release that 
bands like Pearl Jam will never be 
able to create. 
The only problem is. you iiiusi 
to listen to Gastr a few times 
before you catch everything. But 
such an album never gets old. 
and the benefits far outweigh the 
costs. Phlsh fans know what I'm 
talking about. You're lying if you 
say you liked Phlsh the first time 
you heard them. 
Good music Is an Investment. 
You get out what you put in. 
Tony Cavallario 
Shellac: 
Terraform 
1998-Touch* Go 
Shellac sat on Terraform for more 
than a year before finally releasing il. 
Was It worth the wait? 
Yes and no. Producer-extraordi- 
naire Steve Alblni. the singer/gui 
i.inst for Shellac, takes a mathemati- 
cal approach to rock 'n' roll. Hard, 
tight drumming Is In the forefront of 
Terraform. as is usually the case with 
Alblni projects (like In Utero). 
Bob Weston's bass lines are ring- 
Ingly loud and overpowering. They 
undercut Alblnl's guitars, which are 
not as prevalent as they were on past 
Shellac recordings. But when they do 
show up. they're as abrasive and 
screechy as ever. 
Describing Shellac's sound Is diffi- 
cult because they Just sound like 
Shellac. Terraforms "Didn't We 
Deserve a Look..." Is a long exercise 
In mathematical musicianship The 
nearly 20 minutes of song consists of 
a single two-note bass line with 
drumming underneath that slowly 
shifts In syncopation as the song 
develops. It's wonderful and boring at 
the same time. 
As far I'm concerned. Shellac's 
peak was the 7" they released Just 
before At Action Park, and since then 
they've hit a leveling point. The antlcl- 
patton for this record kind of killed 
Terraform for me. 
However. If you've never heard 
Shellac I recommend checking them 
out. They're tough and unique land 
better than most of the bands out 
there anyway). Steve Alblni knows 
what he's doing in the studio as 
much. If not more, than anyone alive 
today. His musical knowledge and 
technical proficiency shine through 
on Terraform 
Dan Mitchell 
PlayStation scores big with games 
By TOD McCLOSKEY 
The BG News 
Sony PlayStation 
along with Sega 
Saturn and 
Nintendo 64. has 
been the showcase 
for some of the 
mo-.! sophisticated video 
games yet. Here's a roundup 
of three of their new releases. 
NHL FaceOff "98 
Whatever 
it is that you 
look for in 
hockey 
games. NHL 
FaceOff '98 
will have 
what you 
want. 
Compiling 
great graph- 
ics and an 
overall sen- 
sation of 
playing a 
rial game. 
FaceOff pro- 
vides some 
things that were overlooked in 
prior games. 
Each stadium has very 
accurate graphic detail of the 
facilities. Sony even included 
new league transfers The 
Carolina Hurricanes and the 
new uniforms for The 
Vancouver Canucks. Two 
small details that really 
caught my attention were the 
players' shadows on the ice 
that provide depth to the 
screen and the realistic plexi- 
glass boards that shake as 
you check someone into them. 
Sony actually filmed players 
for their animation and 
recorded real hockey sounds, 
such as skating sounds, fight 
ing. crowd responses and 
chants. 
One sound feature I really 
enjoy is that of the PA. 
announcer, who sounds exact 
ly like a live announcer when 
he vocally illustrates goals 
scored by the home team 
As far as the actual playing 
of the game itself. FaceOff 
offers some new real life 
moves that are consistent with 
true NHL players. Some "I 
these moves include backward 
Skating, sliding to block slmis. 
real checking into the boards 
and other typical m<n i 
One feature I love (that 
wasn't available on the 
Genesis' NHL 97) is that when 
you're on a power play you 
can actually set up a box in 
the offensive /one. Also, the 
game contains multi-season 
capabilities which is always a 
greal option 
for playing 
big tourna- 
ments with 
friends. 
For 
those who 
love statis- 
tics. FaceOff 
provides all 
the usual 
game slats 
although 
Sony spiced 
it up a liltle 
bit. While 
playing your 
game, a dif- 
ferent statistics box will pop 
up after each stoppage of the 
game. The computer gives 
power play percentages, offen- 
sive and defensive zone 
turnovers 
and other 
little stals 
that make 
you feel 
like like it's 
actually on 
TV. 
A large 
list of 
detailed 
variations 
are avail- 
able under 
I he options 
menu. The 
computer's 
intelligence 
can be changed from 1-100 
and different views can be 
chosen. 
Jet Moto 2 
After watching the demo for 
Jet Moto 2. I wasn't all that 
impressed with the game 
because it Just seemed like 
any other race game. 
It's amazing what a differ- 
ence it makes when you play 
the actual game. JetMoto 2 is 
ahead ol its time for racing 
games and is currently the 
best racing game I've ever 
seen. 
JetMoto 2 uses "jet-ski" like 
motorbikes and offers ten dif- 
ferenl races. But there's a 
catch: the game only allows 
you to play three Lacks from 
the start. In order to get to the 
other tracks you must average 
first place to move onto the 
next three 
This aspect of the game 
allows you to keep your inter- 
est as it presents the philoso- 
phy more of a more adven- 
turc-oricnicd game. I won't 
kid you: moving onto the dif- 
ferent tracks takes lots of 
practice, but when you get 
there you'll find it's definitely 
worth the effort. 
In order to go back and 
race the new tracks you've 
unlocked, the game needs to 
be saved so it's recommended 
you have a memory card for 
the game. 
Some of the different tracks 
presented are a post-earth- 
quake Los Angeles that con- 
tains broke road and highway 
segments, a 
roller coast- 
er ride that 
will turn 
your stom- 
ach with its 
dizzying 
graphics and 
two different 
Arctic tracks 
that offer 
jumps and 
tight turns 
in and 
around glac- 
iers. 
Even if 
you've 
bought the original Jet Moto. 
the sequel provides "True 
Physics" technology that blows 
all other racing games out of 
the water. 
All 10 of the 3D tracks have 
a "free roaming" feature in 
which the courses are tainted 
■*- See GAMES, page N-3 
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KIP PRESENTS.... 
Toledo Hot Spots!! 
SHOW THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSION TO ANY OF THE CLUBS 
CLUBLAND 
■*<   ■    t< I kl  I I l«f I* (iff t  CClTfieX 
ONLY 18 MIN. FROM BGSUH! 
Main Stag* - Top 40        Polyastars • Disco * Retro 
Dollar Bar a Pool Table*    Live Music In the Basement 
SHOW THIS AD FOR FREE ADMISSIONTO ANY OF THE CLUBS 
C 
18 & Over Welcome 
•D.J. Jason spins Top 40 on Main Stage 
• D.J. Big Ball spins Disco and Retro in Polyesters 
•Dollar Bar over 30 items, drinks & shots fot just $1 
• Squish in the Basement Thursday - Saturday 
• Power hour from 8:00 p.m. to 9:00 p.m. 
All Dnnks, Everywhere Only $1.00 
• No cover till 9:00 p.m. 
• Free well lighted Parking 
209 N. Superior St. 
Toledo 
Downtown 243-4446 
I Hours: 8p.m. - 2:30a.m. Thurs. - Sat. 
i CAFE   & °BARj> 
or 
135 S. Byrne & Hill 
College 18 & over crowd 
Featuring:  Groovebone & 
DJ Mustang Matt 
The original *1 Power Hour 
r.vr.ry wed.-sat. from d-9 
Wed Night 11 Marges *1 Urafts all night long 
Thurs. College IP N.ght get 
A\ m FREE w/ College ID 
53t~, 
Fr.aturtng livr music from 
Uncle 5arvJw   I 
mi 
OPEN 7 Nights 
21 and Over 
SUN - WED - S\ng & Dance to Dreamline Karaoke \ 
THURS - SAT - Live music by 'Green Means Go' 
Karaoke Contests Every MON. and WED. 
with cash prizes 
Drink Specials Nightly! 
Mouthwatering MUNCHIE Menu 
rHURS. Nights - Toledo's Only 21 & Over College ID Night! 
3922 Secor 475-4381 
Why qo anywhere else 
I 
Why go anywhere else 
/ 
Steven jays 
VOTED      Toledo s #1 Singles Bar 
Toledo's ft^ Dance Club 
LIVE MUSIC FROM 
"East River Drive" 
21 6 over*. weLccwxe 
3922SeCOft 
473-0662 
Why. go anywhere else Why. go anywhere else 
Thurs.   College ID Night      18 & Over 
Wed.       $1.00 Line Dance Class 
Thurs. & Sun.    Party with Bandera Band 
The Bull-Coming soon_and thats no BULL 
OPEN - WED thru SAT 
Door open at 800 pin. 
"Come Ride the Bull" 
867-9123 
2518 S. Reynolds 8t Heatherdowns 
flKtte*"^* 
Thursday - College ID Night with DJ Leo III 
Thursday - Friday - Saturday 
Back Seat Fare 
Friday & Saturday 
DJ Eric Spinnijng your favorite Top 40 
THunS, FTM., S SAT. 
TOLEDO'S HOTTEST B/SN3S 
BEEF OP.VEP.S 
Doors open at 8:00 -| 260 W. Alexis Rd. 
18 & Over 
•*, 
Power Hour 8:00 to 9:00 
Well Lighted Parking 
.Pool Tables, Games, Dart Boards 269-0303 
Why. go anywhere else Why. go anywhere else 
A 
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Cruise calls cops on mysterious cars 
Tom Cruise calls 
the cops 
SANTA MONICA. Calif. — Tom 
Cruise called police to report 
three cars he believed to be 
paparazzi were following him. 
"He felt they were paparazzi 
and called on his cell phone. 
They drove by when he 
stopped his car," police U. 
Gary Gallinot said of the 
Tuesday incident. Cruise was 
picking up his son at school. 
Gallinot said. A traffic report 
was filed. 
"There was really no crime. 
They didn't run him off the 
road, they didn't try to keep 
him from going to his desUna- 
Uon," Gallinot said. 
Cruise publicist Pat 
Kingsley had no comment 
Wednesday. "It's a police mat- 
ter." he said. 
Two paparazzi were recently 
convicted of misdemeanor 
false imprisonment for chas- 
ing Arnold Schwarzenegger 
and wife Maria Shriver as they 
drove their son to another 
Santa Monica school. 
Coincidentally. Sen. Dianne 
Feinstein. D-Callf, and Sen. 
Orin Hatch. R-Utah. 
announced proposed legisla- 
tion Tuesday to outlaw some 
tactics used by paparazzi. 
Robert Downey Jr. 
escorted to studio 
LOS ANGELES — Robert 
Downey Jr. was escorted from 
Jail to Paramount Studios for 
a recording session at his own 
expense, the sheriffs depart- 
ment said. 
The trip Tuesday was 
court-ordered, said Deputy 
Steve Sciacca. who offered no 
further explanation. 
After a series of drug 
arrests and second chances, 
the actor was led off to jail 
Dec. 8 for sic months for vio- 
laUng probaUon by failing to 
say clean and sober. - 
On Friday. Downey's nose 
was cut in a fight with anoth- 
er inmate in a common area 
and he was placed in a cell 
away from the general popula- 
tion. 
Also, deputies found drug 
paraphernalia in another area 
where Downey ate and 
watched television with about 
100 other inmates. Officials 
were trying to determine the 
source of the contraband. 
Eagles or eagles? 
KNOXV1LLE. Tenn. — The 
docket reads Eagles vs. 
eagles. 
The rock band Eagles con- 
tend the Pigeon Forge-based 
National FoundaUon to 
Protect America's Eagles 
infringed on its name and 
image in selling music and 
videos. 
The lawsuit, filed Friday 
also objects to the founda- 
tion's Internet address 
"eagles.org" and its telephone 
number, 800-2-EAGLES. 
Eagles Ltd. and Eagles 
Recording Co.. two companies 
formed by the band, worry the 
foundaUon's enterprises will 
be confused with the band's. 
"They apparently feel 
threatened in some way." 
foundation founder Al Cecere 
said. "We're defending our 
mark ... We're not going to let 
them bully us around." 
-stories compiled from AP wire 
reports 
GAMES 
+ Continued from N-2 
with obstacles like 
bottomless pits, 
river beds, volca- 
noes, waterfalls and 
others. 
Cool Boarders 2 
How could Sony 
outdo last year's 
Coolboarders. the 
hottest hit among X- 
Game fans and 
snowboarders? By 
releasing an updat- 
ed sequel. 
Using all new 
Burton snowboards 
(with 18 different 
designs) and chal- 
lenging new courses. 
Coolboarders 2 proves it's 
everything Coolboarders was 
and a lot more. 
The three-dimensional 
graphics on all nine downhill 
courses provide a thrilling 
view of snowboarding. 
Coolboarders 2 features all 
the typical jumps and moves, 
as well as 40 new ones. Other 
options not available on the 
older version are the half pipe, 
the freestyle mode. Big Air 
contests and a 2-player mode. 
Offering the ability to race 
against friends in a split 
screen fashion is one of the 
best options on the game. 
Under the options menu, 
there's something really 
unique about the concept of 
rider selecUon. Individuals 
can select a male or female 
rider, as well as choose differ- 
ent "hip" outfits (In a variety 
of colors) for them to sport on 
the slopes. 
Coolboarders 2 is the one of 
the best sequels I've seen. It's 
almost an entirely different 
game when compared with the 
original. 
SINGER 
>>- Continued from N-1 
squeeze a drip of humor from 
the previous decade, because 
he diluted the nostalgia every 
chance he could. 
Coraci threw more Rublx 
Cubes. Pacers (the car). 
Michael Jackson devotion and 
Boy George makeup on the 
screen than you could spray a 
bottle of Aqua Net at. Not to 
mention his incessant desire to 
litter the film with his sugges- 
tions for the "Best of 1985" CD. 
Nonetheless, "The Wedding 
Singer" will serve laugh seekers 
well. As usual, this movie will 
excel once on video like all 
Sandier films, where the simple 
enigmatic humor can be played 
many Umes over. 
Interested in writing about 
art, music, theater or film? 
Call 372-2603 or come to 
210 West Hall Sunday 
at 7 p.m. for an 
informational meeting. 
You'll be a better 
person for rtt 
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The BG News 
Classified 
Ads 
372-6977 
TV BG Hc*\ will nui knowing!} ■Kept adeem  
ihjUiocnmifutf.nretKnurBgcdiKrwninaiKin again*) any 
individual of group on the bat it of race.«.color.creed. 
rrli|in«. naoorul origin. xtual oncnunon. diutxhty. 
U*tu% a* a veteran, or on the bain o( any other legally 
[-i-e.ieJ aUtitv 
The 8C Ncwi rexne* the ngM lo decline. iliKonnnue 
or rente any adkenncmeM wcri at ihov found lo be 
dcfamalory. lacking in laclual B*u>. mnleading or falte 
in nature All advertiiemcnu are tubjrci lo cdmng and 
approval 
Ihr lit I NewvatafonrmoprntothepurtiK.iccogRiMi 
iht impuwihiliiy of prevCMmg all of tint lypr of adver- 
tising and therefore encourage* nor readeri tu ben arc 
\ I - iv. be familiar - nh a buiineu before vending money 
or providing pervonal credit informal ton Plcate remem- 
ber, il il uiundt loo good lo be true. 4 probably i\ 
You can help u» by calling ibe advertising department at 
419-.172 2«»wilh your complaint* and vuggeviionv We 
*>a ihM you pleate provide your name, addreu. and phone 
number, along "ilh your <prxifk commenti Wiih your 
help we can make Tne BG Ne»t a beuer puM*calMM 
CAMPUS EVENTS 
Atlantton al imQndmiN 
App.ic»tioni tor &>• Beyond BG Scholarship 
art now svailabla at the 
Mrieo Alumni Cantor. Financial Aid Office, 
and tha offtca ol Student Life. 
Deadline Extended1 
Be A Welcome Week Leader 
Gain valuable leader ship experience A 
make a difference (or 1 it yr students 
Applications can be pickup up m 
405 Student Services 
Due by February 27th al Spm 
Call 2-0465 for more into 
SERVICES OFFERED 
Pregnant? 
Free Pregnancy Tests 
Confidential and Caring 
354-4873 BG Pregnancy Center 
Beyond BG 
Bred Lowe ry 
A most tor tie Young et Heart 
Haa had audwnce* roling with laughter on 
'Def Comedy Jam' and 'Showtime at the Apol- 
lo' Friday. Fab. 20th, 1 BBS 
7:00pm Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
(2.00 
Sponsered by UAO 
Questions? Call 372-7164 
DAFFODIL DAYS 
l now BURSARABLE with your POO* 
A signature on the order tonniiill 
LAW SOCIETY 
Wad. Fab. IS 
0 ISomRm   117BA 
Alan MayDerry Wood County Pro* Attorney 
ST. TOMS DINNER MASS 
Mats tonight. 5 15 
@ St Tom's followed 
by a free dinner i 
Don't Ms* Itll 
PERSONALS 
THIRD WISH 
Folk Rock with high energy songs of faith 
Wednesday. MArch 25th. 1998 
0:00 p.m. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
H OOBursarable 
Ticket sales begin Mon Feb 16th, 1998 
available In 330 Student Union 
Sponsorod by UAO 
Questions? Call 372-7164 
Wanted: 
Bands for a huge campus 
event on Apnl 23rd 
Call Kate or Lindsay at 
373 6060 for more information 
- Alpha Gamma OeRa' 
The Water, of Alpha Gamma Delia 
would late D thank the sisters of Sigma Kappa 
for the cookie bake. We all had a great timal 
•AGO- 
III RUSH ALPHA OMICRON PI III 
Nothing to do on a Thursday night? 
E R's a repeat & bio homework'* a fright? 
Then come to the AOII house. A run. run 
Because you don't want lo miss out on all 
the "Hen*! Qrae"h,nn 
Thursday. Feb. 1 fl ©800 or 9:00 pm 
III RUSH ALPHA OMIC RON PI III 
Alpha PM • Alpha Phi • Alpha Phi 
Congratulations lo Tona Deering on her pearl- 
ing lo Shane Brownl Dead roses aren't always 
bad' Love Big Laune, Cline. and Lil Brandy. 
Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi' Alpha Phi 
ATTENTION SENIORS 
Do your professors really want you lo have 
every chano* you can gel lo succeed? 
Why don't you check lo see if they V* 
adopted you lor the Beyond BG Senior 
Challenge 
BEYOND BO 
Balloon Bouquets at 
al Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge. 
DGDGDGDG 
Tha sisters ol Delia Gamma would Ilka lo con- 
gratulate Jen Mattlceon her engagement to 
Daniel Kulp 
We wish you km of luck. Jen i 
DGDGDGDG 
Free Embroidery 
on any of our jackets 
Not valid with any other oiler. 
Collegiate Connection 
531 Ridge. 
Free embroidery 
on any ol our jackets 
Not valid with any other oner 
Col legiate Connection 
531 Ridge. 
OPhlB-aPhlB-OPhlB 
The sisters ol Gamma Phi Beta would like lo 
thank our houseboys. Gary and Karl (a k a 
Santa), lor all their herd wor* Hi* semester 
We love you guy si 
 OPhtS-OPhH-OPhlB 
OPhlB'OPMB'aPMB 
The sisters of Gamma Phi Beta would like lo 
congratulate Sareh Ptellfer tor being selected 
a* Rho Chi Wa know youD do a great job I 
OPhlB'aPhlB'OPMB 
INTRAMURAL VOLLEYBALL OFFICALS 
NEEDED. APPLY IN 130 PERRY FIELD 
HOUSE ANO PICK UP TAKE-HOME TEST 
BEFORE MARCH 3RD MUST ATTEND 
MANDATORY CLINIC MARCH 4TH 
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: CO-REC 
BOWLING-MAR.3; MEN'S, WOMEN'S. A CO- 
REC VOLLEYBALL-MAR 4. ALL ENTRIES 
DUE IN 130 PERRY F«:LD HOUSE BY 
4 00PM ON DUE DATE.  
KD Alpha Sigma Phi KD 
The sisters of Kappa Delta wish to congratulate 
Sharon   Riener  on  her  lavaiienng   to  Mike 
Pheiter of Alpha Sigma PI*. We are so happy 
fcyyoul 
 KD Alpha asms Phi KD  
KDKDKDKC 
Congratulations to Sharon Riener on her lava- 
iiering to Mike Pheiler of Alpha Sigma Phi. I'm 
Sony I couldn't be there I love youl 
-Grand Lil'Jen 
KD KD KD KD 
University 
Activities 
Organization 
Be a part of the 
largest programming 
board on campus. 
Become a director 
of one of the many 
branches 
within UAO! 
Pick-up an 
application 
at the UAO office 
330 Student Union. 
For more information contact 
Melissa Poponak or Adam Navratil at 372-2343. 
Applications Due February 27. 
Sign-up for an interview. 
page N-4 The BG News Thursday, February 19, 1998 
KDPi Kappa Oaita KDPi 
Th* sealers ol Kappa Oalla would lika ID con- 
gratulate Chnsiy Umraeet on har initiation into 
Kappa Oafla Pi honorary keep up me good 
workl 
KOT Kappa Delta KDPi 
Now open SouthSkJe Car Weeh 
M3 s. Maln< behind laundromat) 
Touchle** I Salt Serve 
Pi Phi • PI Phi • PI Phi 
Congratulations 10 Karhy Welsh. Maliua Bar- 
anaky. and Colleen Carey1988 Rho OII'I » 
Pi Pt. • Pi Phi • Pi Phi 
Pi Phi • Sig Ep' Pi Phi 
Tha sisters ot Pi Baa Phi would like 10 thank 
Pal. Joan. and the brother* ol Sigma Phi Epai- 
lon lor ma VatenBnes Day braaktatll 
Pi Phi • Sig Ep • Pi Phi 
Tha sisters ol PI BETA PHI would lika 10 con- 
gratulate tha eislers ol ttia waak. Shawna 
Dunn, Kaia FonJaoa. Cam Paulatta, and Kalhy 
WsUh'Waytoaol 
"Sporty, tun loving 2PC seeks aqually kin 
companion lor Spring Break Please contact 
me at www.ebswim com il intarattad" 
WANTED 
1 lamala rmmt naadad June 1st. 1990 thru May 
31(1. 1999 Rani (170, Own room 352 7593 
Maqan of Banna  
1 or 2 nnis naadad immed. Bast Apt In 
BG-downtown location. $250/mo.. 2 floors. 
huge rooms. (6141387-t 474 Sun-Wad 
ADOPTION: Happily married loving couple 
wants ID oiler your baby a secure and happy 
home and future. Please call Cindy/Kevin 
I 800-352 9441 
Subteaeer Summer Own room. turn, or unfurn. 
Ar. waaher ft dryer, dose to campus ft more' 
Call Michelle lor more into. 354-6698. 
HELP WANTED 
$1500 weekly potenDel mailing our circulars. 
Free information. Call 410-347-1475 
ummtus 
Large & Small Houses 
Still Available 
211 E. Reed St - 3 bedroom 
311/316 E. Merry St. Apis 
9 payment lease, fum.,A/C 
300 block of E. Merry as low 
as $420 a month 
321 E. Merry St B - 6 bedrooms 
And also several other Apts. 
Also Rooms 
Listing avail. 24hrs 
Office 316 E. Merry #3 
or call 3534)325 
375 COUNSELORS and INSTRUCTORS 
r»Md*dl Cotd tumma* camps in Pocono 
Mountains. PA LohUun, 1400-4M-4321, 
www tohlkan com 
Admimitratrvff Assistant1. Weekends only. 
Weight of pay f 12-15. Skills •ncluds computer. 
bms mgt., need own transportation 8, be very 
ra*iaots Ca« 265-1020. Please laava me*- 
»*0* 
Alpha Phi 
Alpha Phi is looking lor house boys 
Call Sara & 2 2589 if interested 
Assistant Camp Dreclor tor Camp Cour- 
ageous, a resident!*, summar camp tor people 
with mental retardation A developmental disa- 
bilities. Position is lrve-n. Candidates must 
have excellent supervisory & problem solving 
skils. Experience working with special poputa- 
Dona required, degree preferred. New gradu- 
ates welcome Summer employment only 
Send reeumes to University YMCA, 2066 
BrookdateRd, Toledo OH 43606 
Best Summer job in B.G. 
Gain awesome sales/marketing expenenoa 
tor your resume. Student publications Is ac- 
cepting applications tor account executives to 
seH yellow page advertising to area busi- 
nesses Work 15-20 hours par week. Position 
runs from mid Apnl through Jury Students earn 
commission averaging $8 $10 per hour. Must 
have transporston Call Toby at 372-0430 for 
more information, or stop by 204 West Hall for 
an application. 
Blood Drive Coordinator: Part-time paid co- 
ordinator for Bowling Green State University 
Bioodmobiles throughtout the 96-99 academic 
year. Responsibilities include scheduling, pub- 
licity and promotion, recruitment of donors and 
volunteers and recognition for all campus 
blood drives In addition will help devetope 
campaign strategies. Must have high school 
diploma and be a current student at 
BGSU Excellent communication skills re- 
quired. Prefer previos eommunica- 
twns/marketingexperienca preferred Applica- 
tion deadline: Feb. 25,1996. Send resumes to 
American Red Cross Blood Services. 2275 
Collingwood Blvd.. Toledo. OH 43620 
EOE/WV/H 
Camp Counselors New York 
Co-ed Tnm Down-Fitness Camp. Hike A play 
in rhe Catsk.fl Mountains, yet only 2 hrs. from 
NY city Have a great summer. Make a differ- 
ence in kids Irves' Good salary, internship cred- 
its A free Rm/8d AH Sports. Water skiing. 
Canoeing. Ropes. Lifeguards. Crafts. Dance. 
Aerobics, Nutrition A Counselors, Kitchen. Of- 
fice. A Night Watchman. 120 Positions. Camp 
Shane (800) 292-2267 Web: 
wwwcampshane.com 
CDIS A Special Ed Majors 
I am looking tor a responsible A caring individ- 
ual to help adnvmsler a structured educational 
program to my 6 yr old autistic son. Call Barb 
875-6641 
Come Join our team 
Supporting Living Aset *7.36mr 
Home care worker* A7.06-S7.3A/hr 
HabitKatlon Aaat. M.eoVhr. 
The Anne Grady corporation is seeking quali- 
fied applicants with a strong work ethic who 
take pride in their work. Employment opportuni- 
ties include: Supported Living Asst.. full-time. 
pert-time, and substitute. Home Care Workers 
include' luS-tlme, part-time, and substitute 
Support Living Asst provide assistance to 
consumers with mental disabilities who live in- 
dependently in the Toledo area Habthtation 
Assl. work diredly with individuals who live m 
the Anne Grady Center. Home Care Workers 
provide assl to mdrvduals Irving in a group 
home setting Experience with working with the 
disabled: nursing riome/home health experi- 
ence is a plus. Supported Living /sit and 
Home Care Worker, applicants must be able to 
work independently: Must have a good driving 
record and proof of auto insurance, ability to 
successfully complete CPRyFirst Aid certifica- 
tion. The Anne Grady Corporation offers a 
pleasant work environment and excellent 
benefits for full-time end part-time employees. 
including insurance benefits, paid vacation and 
sick time, holiday ime. mseage reimburse- 
ment. H interested, please come to the Anne 
Grady Center to complete an application. 
Anne Grady Center 
1525 Eber Road 
Hoftand, Ohio 43528 
EOC 
CRLHSESHaP A LAND-TOUR JOBS 
Excellent benefits. World Travel. Ask us howl 
517-324 3090 ext. CS5442 
Day Camp Director for Camp Crooked Arrow, a 
summer day camp tor children ages six to twe- 
lve. Must have excellent supervision/ and or- 
ganizational skills, experience wonting with el- 
ementary-aged children in an outdoor setting is 
a must! Degree preferred. Send resumes to: 
University YMCA. 2066 Brookdale Rd., Toledo 
OH 43606. 
EARN 
S75O-S150OWEEK 
Raise sit the money your student 
group needs by sponsoring a 
VISA Fundrsleer on your campus. 
No investment A very little time 
needed. There's no obligation, so 
why not call tor tntormabon today. 
Co* 1-600-323-8454x95. 
Home City Ice Company is now hmng tor these 
positions: Route Drivers. Production Stackers, 
Truck Loaders. Competitive wages/Hex-ble 
schedules Locations throughout all ol Ohio 
and Southeast Michigan Call tor details at 
1-600-899-6070 
Interested m assisting new students to BGSU7 
Consider applying for a UNIV 100 peer facilita- 
tor position tor Fail vS. Into, sessions on M 
2/23 or Tues 2/24 & 5pm in Talt rm. For more 
info Call 2 9346  
Kamikazes 
Accepting applications tor bar help 
153E. Wooster between 5-8pm on Thurs. i9th 
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOVafCNT 
Work in the Great Outdoors 
Forestry, Wildlife Preserves, Concessionaires. 
Firefighters.  A more.  Competitive wages A 
benefits. Ask us howl 
517-324-3110Ext.N5544t. 
Office  Cleaning    Evenings    10-12  hrs.  per 
week Own trans, required Call 352-5622. 
Part-time secretary needed. 
Year-round position 
Computer skills required. 
Salary baaed on experience 
and credentials 
Contact Pastor Jenks, 
Community ol Christ Lutheran Church. 
352-5101. 
422-0867 Complimentary Pass 422-0867 
Stale Tested Nursing Assistants 
Wood County Nursing Home is looking for 
nursing assitants for second and third shift. 
Flexible hours to work around school sched- 
ules Apply to: 
Wood County Nursing Home 
11060 Gypsy Lane Rd. 
Bowling Green, OH 43402 
(419)353-8411 
Student Publications is accepting applications 
tor magazine advertising sales reps. Gain val- 
uable business to business safes expenenoa. 
and earn great money. Reps will develop ad- 
vertising programs tor campus departments 
and area businesses while also prospecting for 
new accounts The position requires 15-20 
hours per week and runs from March thru 
June. Candidates must be students and have 
transportation Call Toby at 3720430 tor more 
information or stop by 204 West Hall tor an ap- 
plication. 
SUMMER OF A LIFETIME!' 
If you enjoy hanging out with kids, the out- 
doors, and just plain having fun, we're tie 
place tor you. Timber Lake/Tyler Hill Camps 
are looking tor general counselors, speciality 
staff in athletics, crafts, waterfront, outdoor ad- 
venture, theatre and more TOP SALARIES A 
TRAVEL ALLOWANCE'" Please call us for an 
on campus interview to be held on March 3rd. 
(800) 828-CAMP or check us out on the web at 
www camptic com. 
Want to leach the UNIV 100 course? Attend 
the peer facilitator info, session Mon . 2/23 or 
Tues., 2/24 @ 5pm in Taft rm. For more info 
can 2 9348 
Wood County Gang Task Force/Youth vio- 
lence Prevention Program position available 
20hrs.Avk at $7.00mr. High School diploma. 
Own transportation Application from Prosecut- 
ing Attorney's Office. 354-9250. Inquiries, ask 
for Phil. Fill position by end of March. 
FOR SALE 
1/2 carat marquis diamond. 
S900 OBO. Call Paul at 353-0377 
4 
1990 Suzuki Swift 2 dr. hatchback. Low miles, 
45 plus MPG. sunroof $2400. call 248 6312. 
81 Chevy Citation Good condition $600 OBO 
352222S 
90 Geo Tracker, 4WD, Convertible. Standard 
shift, new parts, great stereo system. Exc. 
condition. S3.500 Call Jeff 354-6609  
Guitar Gear 
Marshall Valvestate 100 Head and 4x12 cab. 
$900 Ovation 1887Legend. SS.CB.w/ case. 
$700   Fender 2x12 upright, stero spkr   cab. 
$250. Call 372-5285 
"91 Ponbac Grand Am 
Black 2 door well maintained 56000 miles. 
$4300    or    best    offer.    353-6500    or 
419-423-3310. 
] BPANDY'S Nrre CLUB J 
Findlay 
I 
I 
L- 
Findlay 18 £ OVEP. 
1101 W. Main Cross 
Patrolled Parking 
Hours: 8-2:30 a.m. (Wed. Fri.&Sat.) 7-2:30 a.m. (Thurs.&Sun.) 
This puss admits one person 
-J 
BRAD LOWERY 
A Must For The Young At Heart 
OWMPOI 
itlvr 998 
BRAD LOWERY 
Friday, February 201 
7:00 PM 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Questions? 
Call 372-7164 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
130 L Washington Succt, Bowling Green, Ohio 
419 354-6036 
The Highlands- Graduate 
housing. One bedroom . Laundry 
facilities in building. AC, Quiet! 
From $410/mo. For more into, call 
354-6036 
Jay-Mar Apts. Quiet housing. 
Spacious, laundry facilities in 
building, A/C, Gas heat, Start at 
$510/mo. 12-mo lease. 
Call 354-6036 for a showing. 
The Homestead - Graduate 
Housing One and two bedroom, 
A/C, on-site laundry, ceramic tile, 
soundproof construction, dish- 
washers, skylights, vaulted 
ceilings.    354-6036. 
Additional Sites to Choose from: 
LIBERTY STREET, THE FARM, 
SUMMIT HILL. 
We'll take care ol you. Best 
price, well maintained, privacy 
and deadbolt security, large 
apartments. 24-hr Maintenance 
HIGHLAND 
MANAGEMENT 
VUBGU wbgu thf manque Show 
' mprov. live electronic Musk 
original radio Programs 
Wtrn HrnW Hmack 
latino Connection   Sundays 2-6am 
tep no MUSK 
serving nw ohio'i latino Community. 
Sundays 9 a m 
dissonance audio Fanzine. 
Music that stands Against 
the diatonic power •tructuiv. 
tuesdays noon-2p.m. 
120 west Hall 
bowling green Ohio 
request. )72-2J24 
informjliiin   172-C*S7 
"serving the community for fifty year*' O G 
spring fun program guide  womyn in Music 
—^ °
c
 °—'"..?'-      celebrating womrn Artists 
1998      AniChfma 7>«cyCa-pman 
Sunday > 5pm 
jazz Unlimited 
ft-10 a.m. Mckdayi 
frcal jazz for Mornings. 
independent Rock 
weekday jlicriMMHH/ late Nighu 
underground rock his many Faces. 
electronic Music 
K-1(1 p.m. wccknighii 
exploring dub. ambient, drum n' bass, jungle, Hip-hop. 
urban, hip-Hop 
10p.m. -2 a.m. week nights 
power M is where the ryihmn hurts Nobody. 
music Alternatives 
Sundays, weekends 
world, blues, americana, womyns. Reggae... 
words & Culture 
sel-h gospel hour. 
w/JC and Crew 
for your spiritual Needs. 
Sundays I-3pm 
DJ Kausion 
Hip-hop. techno. R*B 
and booty Muzak 
Tuesday Mid U m 
reggae Sounds: 
root* music and dance hall R>-ggw 
These wkofttl it bwsr il 
Sunday 5-7pm. Ute locus Show 
the world mualc Show: two hour Introductions 
musK from everywhere and homage to essential M' 
but Here Wednesday. *Mp m 
Sunday 7-9p.ni mu|jc fnm ^ dw, wu j^ 
The songs ol protest, 
and sounds of the 1940s 
Sundays 9-11 pnt. 
bluet Breakfast 
leel good about 
feeling Bod. 
Saturdays 10 am -1pm 
mualc for charles Martin 
new indie rock 
kn Peasrr Monel 
Tuesdays 10-Noon © 
ham Radio 
healthy rock and Humor 
Modnt Moutt /ofuiny Seek* 
Friday Noon-2 
the morning Generation 
m u»«. inaight,colhre 
TorliKte  CoipUnJ 
Wednesday ft-lOa r 
nciana 
didactic Radio: 
the hardcore Show 
all genres o( punk Mime 
Sunday llpm-Mid 
the Boeshole 
new wavtt, lnd*e lock Science 
Buuoda W<r 
mondays lO-noon elements 
metal Storm M 
Ko^Tfi?*-K ""' "** Mt"' |op4«p, knowledge 
© 
Dan Presents 
indw-rocs 
Wedi»«i«)r Nucn-2p m 
bombing the Airwaves 
hip hop, mimeHm 
Prmt fan/ Hat imfl 
V*A»«iay 10pm arid 
off-day Radio 
indie- Bock 
rsaae/Arc SMier 
Wednradav tap n 
the reciple Bos 
nxh n' roll .(anuly M« 
Friday 24pm 
Q Club BJ houie, leggaW' doco a amtinuou* mu Friday Hpm-mid 
O 
iy 2-6am 
Tuesday 64pm Wednesday 12-2 am 
home Grown 
nduaiwly local i 
|ecU O tniolto 
Mondays 4>5pm 
the shrine Kitchen 
eclectic nxh with a Paat. 
Htwkwmi WlarreH. 
Mondays 24pm. 
I ale Night Love 
Power 80 
Mr 1 900 
Fnday Mid-2-s m. 
John cage music Hour 
tckahow smbient. Electrom 
Jeft'Cajre /oh- lo. 
broadcast Radio       Thursday 2-4 a m 
radio dramas. Comedies, 
from the golden Aft 
citizen Arcana 
ruck, humor, puBtnudvrn I rimy 
but, Missk SoVmkiaf Weaarf 
Thursday 44 pm country Craig 
Bluegr, 
ni ways 
newscasts, local events calenders, music 
information, benefit concerts and talk radio Program* 
Student-Run 
Mondays 5-Ap m 
historia de la muslca Rock 
punk rock History 
in-depth Cutsssc* 
Mondays 4-7p i 
the folk Show 
eel be acoustic bl 
casun, lydeco. more 
Thursday Mpm 
Non-Coeaaifri ia.1 
TheMA.D.mii 
universal ghetto Radio 
island dub to electronic music 
Monday IHOpm 
more than Music 
lecture*. Interviews. Dtsaldenu 
.(•ofwry hatim. koth. NryerrreW 
Mondaya 7-Spm 
-dangerouaPlace   F^day 10-Noon 
a primer of avant-garde aruaea 
a**a7<a» rlass. *m wmH. aphri Tmw. 
Saturday 12-2 am 
2   bdrm    houM.   AvsvlaMa May   HI    12   mo 
lease $S25/mo B01 6tti St. Call 656 3064 
2-bdrm 634 Scorl Hamilton A/C avail. May 
•420 ♦ulll. Ohax unha avail. Aug. AVAIL 
NOW oft S2SS. UN. paid 353-6206 
4 Sublease** noradajd tor 06-90 school year 
Foi Run Apts. $750/month A utilities, lurni- 
shed Call 354 0241 
Apartmenia tor rant: 
606 5E. Wooater. 2 Ordrm. directly across from 
campus, w/parhing, g82SVmonth. 234 S. Col- 
lege. 2 Bdrm, walking distance) to campus, 
w'parking    «U?5/montn      By    appo-nimeni, 
prtooe 4 19-352-6236. 
Duple *esAxxjses tor 96 '99 school year 
Eff.,1 A 2 bdrm   1 to 3 tenants 
12 month leases only 
Steve Smirh 352-89i7(no calls after 8pm) 
QEOHOCTOWN MANOR APTS 
800 Third St. 
Eiceilent i BR A 2 BR units. 
Fully lum., AC, reasonable rents A 
Close to campus. Yrty or sen yr toss* 
Check us cut before you lease. 
Call 352 4966 
or stop by apt #10. 
FOR RENT 
* Houses and Apartments ■ 
211 Read St. • 5* students 
321 Merry #B - 6 bdrm apt 
311 A316E Merry - 2 bdrm apts 
309 1/2 E Merry Rooms A more 
353-0325 
2 Bdrm apt. dose to campus $400/monlh plus 
etectnc May-August 352-9*37. 
2 Bdrm furn. from $450. mon in 
Summer leases $600, no pets 
AC A laundry on site 
704 5lh St 352-3445. 
PURE 
AND 
SIMPLE 
PREMIUM 
BOTTLED WATER 
Houaaa for Rani: Tha following houses ara tor 
rant tor 96-99 school yaw. All 12 mo ksaaas, 
tananls apy all ml., sac. dap., parantaJ guar- 
an saaraq .no pats 
1. 7M Elm-Lara* 3 BR. ! bam nous.  aval. 
oV16/»«. Rant l780Vmo coH*ct*d ouartsrly. 
W/D hookup Phona 3520840 ask tanants to 
vssw 
2. 730  Ekn-2  BR,  2  barh  houaa,  avail. 
S/tSrSa. Rant SSIO/mo. coHactefl osianarty. 
Phona 354 6595 ask tanants to vtaw. 
For Intormsllon or lo sign a Isaas, contact 
Arbor  ErUsrprtsaa  at  3S4 MM,   Locally 
ownad and manag*d. 
Houaaa. i a 2 bdrm. furn. 
school yar. Call 352- 7454 
apts   lor 9699 
ImmaaVala poss*saon. 1 bedroom. 703 2nd Si 
Apl4A. 3S4-41»6. 
One bedroom   apt.   close  to  campus.  Call 
354-6817. 
i Sodium Fre* • Chomlcal Fr** 
• Natural Hyokatlon 
• **rvlc*d and tanttliad Dally 
• NAM A Approved 
• Op*n 24 Hour a 
• SON Serve B.Y.O.B. 
• Owe* 300 Locations 
Wdlermill 
Express 
> Watarmills all ovsr town. 
10*1 IMI locanof. HtAdf sr < 
4>ftfEa^CA 
Manauemcnt Inc. 
NEW 
1&2bdrm. Close to campus. 
710 N. Enterprise (Heinz-Slte 
Apts.) Rents start at 375/mo. + 
utils, 2 bdrm includes washer & 
dryer. Call for Info 353-5800. 
**yfE<£CA 
Management Inc. 
1&2bdrm.  1082 Fairview 
Ave. (Hlllsdale Apts)unique 
floor designs, vaulted 
ceilings, washer/dryer hook- 
up in the 2 bdrm. Rents 
start at 350/mo + utils.For 
more info call 353-5800. 
^■CfEa^CA 
ivfanaa|tcment Inc. 
Studio Apts. 215 E. Posj 
Rd.(Evergreen Apts.) 
Laundry on site. One 
person starts at 230/mo 
+ Utils are included. For 
more Info call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
1 bdrm. 215 E. Poe Rd. 
(Evergreen Apts.) Very 
spacious, laundry on site. 
Rent starts at 340/mo+elec. 
For more info call 353-5800 
Management Inc. 
830 4th Street is now leasing 
for next year. 1 bdrm close to 
campus gas/heat/AC. Starting 
at 340/mo. ^^ 
Management Inc. 
For complete list stop by 
our office at 1045 N. Main 
or Call 353-5800 
Need Cash for 
Spring Break? 
Sell it in the BG News classifieds. 
As low as $2.70/day for 3 lines. 
it's bursarable! 
Call 372-6977 
-a—g 
BG 
NEWS 
